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ABSTRACT
This monograph reviews research on the design and eval-
uation of search user interfaces that has been published
within the past 10 years. Our primary goal is to integrate
state-of-the-art research in the areas of information seek-
ing behavior, information retrieval, and human-computer
interaction on the topic of search interface. Specifically, this
monograph (1) describes the history and background of the
development of the search interface; (2) introduces informa-
tion search behavior models that help conceptualize users’
information needs, and how people seek, select, and use in-
formation; (3) characterizes the major components of search
interfaces that support different subprocesses based on Mar-
chonini’s information seeking process model; (4) reviews the
design of search interfaces for different user groups, espe-
cially that of vulnerable people, as well as personalized and
adaptive search interfaces; (5) identifies evaluation methods
of search interfaces and how they were implemented in re-
search having different evaluation purposes. We also provide
an outlook on the future trends of search interfaces including
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conversational search interfaces, search interfaces supporting
serendipity and creativity, and searching in immersive and
virtual reality environments.
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1
Introduction and Historical Background

Information seeking and use is now routine in people’s everyday lives.
Searching through various information retrieval (IR) systems such as
web search engines or search functions within information systems
allows users to gain access to information on the Internet. Whereas
most research in this area has focused on the algorithms behind the
search engines from technical perspectives, an aspect vital to system
development, in this monograph, we focus on the search interface,
the place where searchers interact with the search system. In some
books and research papers, ‘search user interface’ is the term used to
highlight the human users of search systems and to emphasize how the
search interface should be designed to be appealing to a wide variety
of people (Hearst, 2009). In the current monograph, the terms ‘search
user interface’ and ‘search interface’ are used interchangeably.

The design of search interfaces has had a long history. According to
Hearst (2009, p. 1), the search interface supports the four main tasks
users carry out, ‘expression of their information needs’, ‘formulation of
their queries’, ‘understanding of their search results’, and ‘keeping track
of the progress of their information seeking efforts.’ The development
of search interfaces and the mode of interaction between the user and
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4 Introduction and Historical Background

the search interface have changed with increasing velocity along a
spectrum of trajectories. The interfaces of search systems have evolved
dramatically with the development of human-computer interaction (HCI)
technologies. Search systems have become ubiquitous with both oral
and visual communication channels and capable of being conversational
and intelligent (White, 2018). Search activities are often considered easy
tasks for users, but increase in difficulty with more demanding types
of search tasks. That is, fact-finding and navigational tasks are easier
to accomplish than complex learning or exploratory tasks. The search
interfaces ideally should be able to help users resolve a wide range of
information problems in both their working and living environments,
and support users in finishing the entire work task or achieve their
information goals, not only support the search aspect. The design of
search interfaces needs to consider users’ complete search process, be
informed by the theories and practices of user search behavior, and
apply appropriate technologies to accommodate different groups of users
in various contexts.

This monograph aims to present a comprehensive review of the
design and evaluation of search user interfaces in the last decade. Since
there are several comprehensive reviews of search user interfaces from
2009-2012, (e.g., Hearst, 2009; Wilson, 2011; Russell-Rose and Tate,
2013), there is no need to go back further. In the past 10 years, studies
in information science, IR, and HCI have had a better understanding
of users’ search interactions, including cognitive and behavioral mecha-
nisms in the search process and the implementation of new technologies,
such as automatic speech recognition, virtual reality (VR), and artificial
intelligence (AI), to support informational activities and sensemaking.
Through our review of recent contributions in related disciplines for the
design of search interfaces, we hope to shed light on how to better apply
the newly developed technologies to solve users’ information problems
in the workplace and in their everyday lives.

This section first presents a brief history of search interfaces; it then
reviews previous review books and important review papers on search
interfaces. The section closes with a description of the scope of this
review and the structure of the following sections.
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1.1. The History of the Search Interfaces 5

1.1 The History of the Search Interfaces

Search interfaces are the place where users interact with search sys-
tems. However, the first large-scale operational IR systems were non-
interactive (Cool and Belkin, 2011). For example, the Medical Literature
Analysis and Retrieval System (MEDLARS), which was launched in
1964, only allowed the submission of requests to be queued at the Na-
tional Library of Medicine for groups of searches against tapes. Thus,
there was no interaction between end-users and the retrieval system at
this stage. Real interaction did not happen until some sort of terminals
were provided and users were connected to search systems online. For
example, Medline replaced MEDLARS and began to provide search
services to end-users in 1972. Later, there was a worldwide movement
in libraries to replace card catalogs with online public access catalogs
(OPACs). The retrieval systems and search interfaces were rooted in the
field of Library and Information Science. The retrieval systems were de-
signed to help users to retrieve documents from document collections or
libraries, a task typically done by librarians. Many researchers agree that
OPACs were the first type of end-user IIR systems (Savage-Knepshield
and Belkin, 1999; Borlund, 2013). Therefore, the review of the early
stage of search interfaces included both retrieval systems and OPACs.

This section reviews several interaction styles of search interfaces
as they appeared chronologically in the early years before the modern
search interfaces for web search engines had appeared. These four
interaction styles are command-language interaction style, form fill-in
interaction style, menu-driven interaction style, and direct manipulation
interaction style (Borlund, 2013; Shneiderman et al., 1997). For a list
of the interactions they supported, see Table 1.1. The development of
these four interaction styles demonstrated that end-users were being
given more functions and options to interact with the search interfaces
throughout the history of the design of search interfaces (Kelly, 2015).

1.1.1 Command–Language Interaction Style

At the beginning of the design of search systems, roughly from the mid-
1960s to the mid-1970s, command–language interaction was the sole
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6 Introduction and Historical Background

Table 1.1: Four interaction styles of search systems

Interaction
style

Example search
systems

New techniques to support users’
interactions

Command-
language
interaction
style

AIM/TWX,
DIALOG,
MEDLARS,
NASA/RECON, the
SMART system, The
Biomedical
Communication
Network

• Display of online thesauri to help
with query formulation;

• Choice of novice or experienced
searcher interface mode;

• Ability to save search queries to
rerun at a later time or on a
different database;

• Relevance feedback
• System prompts for further

information from user about
his/her information need.

Form fill-in
interaction
style

THOMAS system Adopted a cognitive viewpoint;
engage users directly with texts; base
user-system interaction around
feedback

Menu-driven
interaction
style

RABBIT system Provide selections from multiple
commands

Direct
manipulation
interaction
style

TileBars, book house
fiction retrieval
system

Provide visual representation

style of search interfaces due to the constraints of information technology.
Command-language interfaces required searchers to construct search
formulation phrases or sentences to search within an explicit framework
of system files and commands. During this period, several operational
IR systems were designed and developed, for example, AIM/TWX,
DIALOG, MEDLARS, NASA/RECON, the SMART system, and the
State University of New York (SUNY) Biomedical Communication
Network (Walker, 1971).

Figure 1.1 is a sample dialogue from the AIM/TWX system, which
shows the representation of the command-language interface during that
period (Katter and McCARN, 1971). In this system, searchers could
enter either a search statement or a command. In this example, the
user first typed the command “aimlh”, which invoked the display of an
explanation of AIM. The user then entered another command “version
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1.1. The History of the Search Interfaces 7

short all” to which the system responded by showing the abbreviations
of all routine system messages. Next, the searcher entered “neighbor
dopa”, and the system responded with a list of the neighboring terms
of the term “dopa” retrieved from the index.

Figure 1.1: Sample dialogue from AIM/TWX

The search interface for the DIALOG system was a question-answer
negotiation process. It provided a command input function for well-
defined information needs and also provided a browsing function (the
so-called “expand” function on the interface). After clicking this function,
the interface showed terms that were alphabetically near to the search
term in the query with the intent to help searchers better understand
their information needs. The NASA/RECON system also provided an
“expand” function for searchers and showed the thesaurus structure of
related terms in the query.

During that time, Boolean operators were adopted in the retrieval
algorithms, but some search interfaces, like the SUNY system, concealed
the use of the underlying Boolean expressions by asking in a prompt
window, “Do you want to add another subject to this group?” This was
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8 Introduction and Historical Background

the first implementation of this kind in search interface design that did
not force searchers to formulate a command as a query.

Even though the IR was only able to support searchers with the
specific information they wanted, researchers realized searchers’ queries,
especially the original queries, were often inadequate. Researchers de-
sired to know more of users’ interactions with the IR systems, but in
the meantime, suggested librarians “show searchers a few books in an
attempt to pinpoint searchers’ needs” (Ide, 1967; Ide, 1969).

By the middle of the 1960s, several interface techniques had been
introduced to assist end-users (Kelly, 2015), including:

• Displaying online thesauri to help with query formulation (e.g.,
the DIALOG system and the NASA/RECON system);

• Providing a choice of novice or experienced searcher interface
mode (e.g., the DIALOG system);

• Concealing the use of Boolean expressions (i.e., AND, OR, NOT)
during query formulation by prompting users with questions, such
as “Do you want to add another subject to this group?”;

• Enabling the saving of search queries to be rerun at a later time
or on a different database (e.g., the SMART system);

• Providing relevance feedback (e.g., the SMART system);

• Adding system prompts for further information from the user
about his/her information needs (e.g., the SUNY Biomedical
Communication Network).

In 1971, the first workshop about interactive search interfaces was
held (Bennett and Walker, 1971). In this workshop, Bennett presented
his challenge paper, proposing questions on how to design search in-
terfaces to support various levels of user expertise, the conceptual
framework of the appropriate level of interactions that search interfaces
should support, and how to evaluate search interfaces and IR systems
from the users’ perspective. Bennett’s design challenges continue to
guide and influence research and practice in user-system interaction to
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1.1. The History of the Search Interfaces 9

this day, and have led to substantial progress in the development of
search interface design.

1.1.2 Form Fill-in Interaction Style

From the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s, designers of search interfaces
believed that a reference retrieval system should aim to “help the user
to make choices from among unseen documents” (Oddy, 1977). Most of
these retrieval systems were designed to target novice searchers (Savage-
Knepshield and Belkin, 1999). It was during this period that the form
fill-in interaction type emerged, the THOMAS retrieval system being one
such example. Users could interact with the system by inputting simple
statements through dialogues. During this stage, IR was completed
through a man-machine dialogue. An example retrieval process is shown
in Figure 1.2 to Figure 1.5.

The THOMAS system was one of the first experimental IR systems
that adopted a cognitive viewpoint in its design. Searchers could engage
in a dialogue about their ill-defined information problem using this
system. THOMAS is notable for being the first interactive IR system to
engage users directly by way of texts and to base user–system interaction
around feedback.

Figure 1.2: THOMAS system Homepage and an example first query

1.1.3 Menu-Driven Interaction Style

Form fill-in interaction style required searchers to understand field labels
and know the permissible values for the fields. Comparatively, another
style, the menu-driven interaction style, was more appropriate for novice
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10 Introduction and Historical Background

Figure 1.3: The reference presumed to be of the most interest to the searcher is
shown, together with a series of associated terms or author names

Figure 1.4: Assistance interface available upon searchers’ request

searchers, providing searchers with a limited number of options to choose
from during their search process. The RABBIT system (Tou et al., 1982)
is an example of this type. As shown in Figure 1.6, after entering a query,
the searcher could enter attribute values. In response to the query, the
system displayed one example instance from the database in detail along
with a menu containing all other matches. To refine a query, the searcher
would select an attribute to modify his query and then choose from five
commands displayed in a pop-up menu in a context-sensitive manner
as appropriate for that specific attribute. The provision of the labels on
the menus of the search interface helped significantly in reducing the
users’ cognitive load by swapping recall memory tasks with recognition
tasks from a list of options so that searchers could focus more on their
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1.1. The History of the Search Interfaces 11

Figure 1.5: The searcher’s sample reply to the dialog after he is done with the
instruction

searching tasks (Shneiderman, 1983).

1.1.4 Direct Manipulation Interaction Style

The direct manipulation interaction style (Shneiderman, 1983) was
implemented by a hypertext approach characteristic of the Berry-picking
model (Bates, 1989; Bates, 1990). This, coupled with the advent of the
graphical user interface (GUI), provided more flexibility and control for
end-users during their search resulting in the use of retrieval systems by
more and more untrained novices. A wealth of research examined the
effects of the individual characteristics on users’ search performance and
search interactions in a quest to learn how to design IR systems that
could better accommodate individual differences through interactions
and search interfaces.

The appearance of the GUI near the end of the 1980s have made
search interfaces more interactive since that time. The BookHouse
fiction retrieval system designed by Pejtersen (1989) was an icon-based
retrieval system designed to support casual novice users in their search
for fiction books. On the homepage, the searcher was presented with a
picture of a house built of books, a visualization of the public library
environment (Figure 1.7). The left room had books for children, the right
room had books for adults while the center room had books for both.
The direct manipulation interaction features allowed the user to click
directly on the figures executing different strategies as he/she usually
did in a physical library. Novice searchers were able to self-explore the
search system without extra training.

This brief review of the history of search interfaces demonstrates
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12 Introduction and Historical Background

perspective (e.g., - ~“The Little Hsi Nan Restaurant” can be 
viewed from the perspectives of “a place which serves 
food,” “an investment,” and “a business.“). The 
‘Matching Examples’ pane lists instances which satisfyg; 
partial description as of the last retrieval cycle. 
Previous Description’ pane contains the description used 
on the last retrieval cycle which determines the 
perspective for presentation of the example and the list of 
matching examples. The example pane comm‘and pop-up 
menu is also displayed. 

The example instance mentioned above is a central 
element of the interface. It serves several purposes: it 
functions as a tern@ate, it permits czccess to additional 
descriptors, it provrdes semantic resolution of potentrally 
ambiguous terms, and it frequently serves as a 
cow tei-example. The example instance is a template in 
the sense that its presentation (the image) provides a 
pattern for making a query via the descriptors comprising 
the instance’s image. It permits access to new descriptive 
terms through the alternatives and describe commands 

Figure 1. RABBIT Screen Display 

315 

Figure 1.6: A screenshot of the RABBIT system
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1.2. Previous Review on Search Interfaces 13

that search systems have experienced a movement from a technology-
dominated stage to a user interactive mode. The GUI and other display
techniques in HCI have advanced the research and implementation of
search interfaces of retrieval systems.

Figure 1.7: One of the search interfaces of the BookHouse fiction retrieval system

1.2 Previous Review on Search Interfaces

Ever since the first workshop on search interfaces was held in 1971,
“The User Interface for Interactive Search of Bibliographic Data Bases”
(Bennett and Walker, 1971), great progress has been made in the
development of search interfaces resulting in them being more effective
and efficient for end-users. In this workshop, Bennett and Walker (1971)
were the earliest in paying serious attention to the interactive properties
of IR and proposed a set of design challenges to researchers in the field.
Of the several important review books and articles on search interfaces
in the 1990s, the review written by Savage-Knepshield and Belkin (1999)
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14 Introduction and Historical Background

took the ‘Bennett challenge’ as a guiding framework and reviewed the
historical development of search interfaces from the 1960s to the end of
the 1990s.

Search User Interfaces (Hearst, 2009) was the first academic book to
focus on the search user interface. It provided a comprehensive review
of the human side of the information seeking process, described the
methods for search interfaces design and evaluation, and discussed
research results surrounding various components of search interfaces,
(i.e., query specification and query reformulation, the display of search
results, grouping retrieval results, navigation of information collections,
search personalization, and the broader tasks of sensemaking and text
analysis). Max L. Wilson (2011) wrote a review shortly after that
in 2011 highlighting the more complicated and exploratory scenarios
that led people to search and to evaluate whether their search was
successful. In this book, Wilson reviewed a large number of search user
interface features and designs, and explored how they could support
searchers with different kinds of intentions. The search features that
Wilson reviewed were classified into four categories: input features,
control features, informational features, and personalizable features.
Russell-Rose and Tate (2013) published their book from the information
architecture perspective, in which they reviewed theories in information
seeking and wove that with the practice of search user interface design.
They applied the principles of user-centered design not only to the
search box and to the display of search results, but also extended it to
faceted navigation, mobile interface, social search, and so on, and on
multiple devices, such as desktop, tablet, mobile, and others.

In this decade, we have seen the widespread usage of search services
by online searchers in more complicated and exploratory scenarios, ac-
cessing more diverse online resources and websites, and being initiated
from various interactive devices. Besides the comprehensive review of
search interfaces, there have also been several review books on spe-
cific topics of search, for example, faceted search by Tunkelang (2009).
Faceted search has been prevalent in online information access systems,
particularly for e-commerce and site search. Tunkelang (2009), in his
review of its history, theory, and practice, states that faceted search is
based on the faceted classification of information, which could also be a
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1.3. Scope 15

fundamental theory of knowledge organization in all kinds of representa-
tion and discovery tools (Broughton, 2017). In addition, since working
in collaboration to perform information-seeking tasks has become more
and more common, Hansen et al. (2015) provided a collection of best
practices and studies in the field of collaborative IR and search.

In 2017, Ryan White (2016) published his comprehensive review
book, Interactions With Search Systems, which summarizes the current
state of many empirical studies on search interactions, but is not partic-
ularly about search interfaces. He also cast an eye toward the future of
search systems forecasting that the next generation search systems will
go beyond the query-response paradigm and will provide more reactive,
proactive, and iterative experiences to searchers given the advances
in technologies such as speech recognition and computer vision, new
interaction capabilities such as touch and gesture, the emergence of
cloud computing, and the democratization of AI. As these technologies
will also be sure to influence the future development of search inter-
faces, we think it is timely and necessary to provide an update on the
subject of search interfaces, in particular, one that focuses on the recent
developments and new applications of the past 10 years.

1.3 Scope

Since both Hearst (2009) and Wilson (2011) have provided extensive
reviews on how users search and interact with search systems and the
design of search systems before the year 2010, the current review will
focus, in particular, on recent developments and new applications of
search interfaces in the past decade. Search interface design is an inter-
disciplinary field which involves information-seeking behavior research in
information science, IR in computer science, HCI, and human-centered
computing. We will try to include the research from all of the above
areas and other related areas as well that focus on how to implement
search interfaces 1) for more complicated and exploratory searches, 2)
in different domains and for different groups of users, and 3) with the
help of the advances in new technologies, as well as 4) how to evaluate
users’ experience with search interfaces.
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16 Introduction and Historical Background

The structure of this review is as follows: Section 2 provides related
theories and models in information seeking and search behaviors, and
more importantly, it includes recent discussions on the application of
work tasks and search tasks in search interface design. These theoretical
developments help us build the framework on which to support users’
search processes through search interfaces. Section 3 then explains
how search interface features are designed to support different search
processes, namely, the searching process, the browsing and selection
process, and the process of working with the information. Section
4 begins to consider search interface design for different groups of
people, for various domains, and on different devices, issues which
have not been fully reviewed in previous review books since these
advances have been recent, mainly occurring within the past 10 years.
Section 5 details the methods for evaluating search interfaces including
evaluation approaches, evaluation measures, and other concerns. The
last section, Section 6, discusses the search interfaces of next-generation
search systems which may incorporate and implement more advanced
technologies, for example, physiological signal-based search interfaces,
gaze-based search interfaces, gesture-based search interfaces, adaptive
interfaces, conversational interfaces, and searching in immersive and
VR environments.
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Information Search Behavior Models

Designing successful search interfaces requires an understanding of
peoples’ needs, how they seek for information, and how they will use
the information they collect during the search process. Research in
information seeking and search behaviors has proposed many theories
and models and conducted empirical studies to better understand human
information seeking tasks and strategies, all of which have implications
for designing search systems that can accommodate users’ tasks and
search strategies, as well as for evaluating retrieval systems in the
context of these tasks and strategies. This section reviews a wide range
of highly-cited information seeking and search behavior models. Given
the limited space, it is difficult to include all the significant models
and theories in information seeking and search behavior. Readers who
are interested in delving deeper into these models could refer to Fisher
et al. (2005). The first section of this monograph reviews nine important
search behavior models, and the second section describes the concept
of tasks and their application in the design of a search interface. The
section then concludes with a discussion of the application of information
search behavior models in search interface design.

17
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18 Information Search Behavior Models

2.1 Search Behavior Models

This section selects nine popular and influential models that are fre-
quently referenced in interactive information retrieval (IIR) and widely
used by researchers and practitioners in the design of search inter-
faces. The nine models reviewed cover different aspects of information
search behaviors; specifically, Belkin’s ASK model which describes users’
knowledge state before and during searching; two models that high-
light the sequentially evolving process of an information search: Bates’
berrypicking model and Pirolli’s information foraging theory; three
descriptive process models: Ellis’ information-seeking behavior model,
Kuhlthau’s information search process (ISP) model, and Marchionini’s
information seeking process model; two models about the representation
of search interactions or information objects: Belkin’s episode model and
Ingwersen’s cognitive model and polyrepresentation; and one integrative
model for relevance: Saracevic’s stratified model. Another dimension
from which to think about these models is the task dimension: some
tasks are at the work task level, for example, Kuhlthau’s and Ellis’s
models; while others, like Marchionini’s model, are at the search task
level. We do not distinguish them in this section, but Section 2.2 will
mainly discuss the application of tasks in search interface design.

2.1.1 Belkin’s ASK Model

Belkin proposed the concept of the anomalous state of knowledge
(ASK) within an explicitly communicative analysis of the fundamental
problem of information science as “the effective communication of
desired information between the human generator and human user”
(Belkin, 1977, p.22). The ASK concept was proposed at the cognitive
level. Within this model, texts are considered as representations of
the conceptual states of knowledge of their generators and potential
recipients. It perceives the reason why people look for information as
being that the recipient has recognized an anomalous state of knowledge
concerning some goal and desires to resolve the anomaly. To date,
most approaches in the IR field had assumed that people knew what
information they were seeking; however, Belkin claimed that most of the
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2.1. Search Behavior Models 19

time, people do not know what they do not know and cannot articulate
the information they need. Therefore, he recommended that the retrieval
system should not assume that the search process begins when people
can express their information need or queries clearly or specifically.

The ASK model bears similarities to other models in information
science, such as Taylor’s first stage of the development of a need, which
he describes as “visceral” or “unconscious”, when an individual feels a
“vague sort of dissatisfaction. . . [that is] inexpressible in linguistic terms”
(Taylor, 1967, p. 182). Despite this similarity, ASK was produced to
support the user-centered design of IR systems (Belkin, 1980a; Belkin
et al., 1982). As Belkin (1980b) pointed out, under the ASK hypothesis,
it is inappropriate to ask a person to specify that which is required
to resolve an ASK. Instead, the ASK should be represented in ways
appropriate for representing what a person does not know and maybe
discovered through dialog rather than specification. Belkin (1980a)
elaborated on these ideas and suggesting how the ASK hypothesis could
be implemented in IR systems.

Belkin (1980a) recommended that the seeking process should be
viewed at its earliest inception, at ASK. The seeking process would then
begin when a person realized ASK in their brain but were as yet unable
to spell out their information need. Recently, with the development and
implementation of functional magnetic resonance imaging technology in
IR research, researchers have explored ways of designing search systems
that could proactively satisfy searchers’ information needs. Moshfeghi et
al. (2019) examined users’ brain signals during their process of analyzing
a question to identify whether the user had recognized an ASK (which
would provoke search systems with their information needs) or had had
a successful memory retrieval (which would not result in an information
seeking process).

Belkin (1980a) also presented ASK as an associative structure of
concepts and their relationships; that is, as a graph or network. Subse-
quently, Belkin et al. (1982) suggested five classes of ASKs based on
several characteristics of the graphs, for example, how well-formed and
understood the ASK was by the user. Then Yuan et al. (2002) related
ASK type to Relevance criteria categories and found that the structure
of a person’s information need (ASK) is related to the relevant criteria
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20 Information Search Behavior Models

which that person would bring to bear when evaluating documents.
The ASK hypothesis also implies that the search system could help
people articulate their information needs more clearly either through
dynamic search sessions or through the elicitation of richer queries and
background knowledge (Kelly and Fu, 2007).

2.1.2 Bates’ Berry-Picking Model

The typical model in IR is a simple linear model, which does not capture
the nature of the information search process by human beings. Bates
(1989) took the metaphor of berry picking to describe the nature of users’
search processes. A user’s search intention may change by following up
various leads and shifts in thinking. Therefore, the information search
process proceeds bit by bit.

The berry-picking model of information search emphasizes three
points in the user’s information search process. First, usually, infor-
mation search has an evolving query which shifts according to the
feedback received during the search; second, the information search
process proceeds bit by bit, like picking berries in a forest. Therefore,
there need not be a single complete final retrieved set for any search;
thirdly, users often use many different sources and search techniques
throughout the course of searching. Bates (1989) highlighted browsing,
in particular. She further described the process of browsing (Bates,
2007) as containing four elements, iterated indefinitely until the overall
episode ends: (1) glimpsing a field of vision; (2) selecting or sampling
a physical or representational object from the field; (3) examining the
object; and (4) physically or conceptually either acquiring the examined
object or abandoning it. She also gave some suggestions on how to
design an interface to facilitate browsing.

For example, a good browsable interface would consist of rich scenes
full of potential objects of interest that the eye could take in at once
(massively parallel processing) and then select items from within the
scene to which to give closer attention. One direction suggested by Bates
(2016) as deserving of further exploration is “Design for real browsing”,
with special emphasis on the capability to scan. First, the screen needs
to be large enough to allow the eye to take a glimpse of the data on a
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2.1. Search Behavior Models 21

page rich in content, especially in that it should have many points of
potential interest to the user. There should be different types of search
capability scattered on the screen, for example, taxonomies, which
would support the hierarchical browsing of topics linked to content and
facilitate more accuracy in searching. Faceted search, which divides
search results into logic groups based on information architecture, is
found to make the user’s browsing experience more comfortable. Faceted
navigation allows the user to elaborate his queries progressively, and
facet search combines faceted navigation with text search so as to allow
users to access semi-structured content collections (Tunkelang, 2009).

2.1.3 Pirolli’s Information Foraging Model

In an analogy with the food foraging behavior of living organisms,
information foraging theory (Pirolli and Card, 1999) is a general model
describing how people use different strategies and technologies to locate
information in response to the changing environment. The theory posits
that one uses proximal cues to identify important content for further
exploration or consumption. Based upon information foraging theory,
one’s choice of links is determined by the perceived cost and value
of accessing various sources from proximal cues (Card et al., 2001).
Information foraging theory seeks to predict how rational information
seekers behave when finding relevant information, and assumes that
people often maximize information gain by minimizing the cost of
information seeking. Further, they proposed three information models
for information foraging theory: information patch model, information
diet model, and information scent model.

The information patch model aims to predict the amount of time
an information forager would spend within an information patch be-
fore searching for new patches. The information diet model assumes
that information predators could be of different types; for example, a
generalized information predator would pursue a wide range of relevant
information with diverse dimensions while a specialized information
predator would only collect from only a few relevant information sources
having precise characteristics. The information scent model explains
how people identify the value of information based on information cues,
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for example, the result clusters shown on search engine result pages
(SERPs), to gain an overall sense of the information space.

As high-level human cognition such as complex problem-solving
is context-dependent Ragni (2020) information foraging theory has
been applied to study search behavior to see if information searchers
would alter their web search behaviors when SERPs were intentionally
manipulated. For example, Wu and Kelly (2014) found that stronger
information scent increased document examinations leading the searcher
to click deeper into the search results on the desktop. However, Ong
(2017) found that, on mobile, increasing the number of relevant search
results beyond the initial screen size reduced the number of documents
examined. Liu et al. (2010) proposed a user classification model con-
taining three criteria: information goal (I), search strategy (S), and
evaluation threshold (E). It is named the ISE model based on infor-
mation foraging theory. Then they identified six user characters in the
ISE model: fixed, evolving, cautious, risky, weak, and precise. They ex-
tracted users’ interaction features from an image search experiment and
performed multiple linear regression models of the three evaluations.
These regression models and qualitative data analysis verified their
ISE user classification model. Conceptualizing an information foraging
scenario as sequential decision making, Wittek et al. (2016) examined
user eye gaze behavior in information seeking by taking measurements
of risk (hesitation) and ambiguity (opportunity cost) in an uncertain
environment. The results revealed that users with different cognitive
styles use different search strategies when performing a search in an
uncertain environment.

2.1.4 Ellis’ Information Seeking behavior Model

Ellis (1989) conducted a series of studies and examined the information-
seeking patterns and characteristics of academic social scientists, re-
search physicists and chemists, research scientists, and engineers in an
industrial firm. He proposed and elaborated a general model of infor-
mation seeking behaviors using the ‘grounded theory’ approach, and
derived eight major characteristics of search seeking behaviors: starting,
chaining, browsing, differentiating, monitoring, extracting, verifying,
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and ending; he suggested implementing some system functions in a
hypertext environment for each type of search behavior.

• Starting: initiating a search for information

• Chaining: following chains of citations or other forms of referential
connection between materials or sources

• Browsing: performing a semi-goal-oriented search by browsing
in an area of potential interests to find something of particular
interest

• Differentiating: judging information sources based on type, quality,
importance, or usefulness to his or her information need

• Monitoring: searching for information but for current awareness
purposes where the user maintains an awareness of developments
and technologies in a field

• Extracting: working through a particular source to locate material
of interest in the extracting mode

• Verifying: checking information concerning correctness and relia-
bility

• Ending: concluding the search, linking new information with pre-
vious knowledge

Among these “characteristics”, Ellis (1989) did not suggest any
particular order but suggested organizing the characteristics sequentially
using logic. Wilson (1999), however, noted that “starting” should be the
first stage and “ending” the last; browsing, chaining, and monitoring
are search procedures, whereas differentiating is a filtering process, and
extracting is an action performed on the information sources.

The identification of these categories of information-seeking behavior
suggests that information search systems could include features or
functions that directly support these activities to increase the usability
and usefulness of the systems. For example, for starting, an individual
could begin surfing the Web or start searching by identifying sources of
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interests, or websites containing or pointing to information of interest
or some popular authors; for chaining, they could follow links in the
search result list or hyper-links within their selected pages that lead to
other content-related sites; for browsing, they could scan the web pages
of the sources selected or of the links on SERPs; for differentiating, they
could bookmark some web pages for a later comparison of their content
and usefulness; for monitoring, they could either revisit favorite sites
for new information or receive site updates using push or agents; for
extracting, they could highlight or extract content of interest on the
web pages.

Ellis’s 1989 empirically-based model of common information-seeking
actions associated with scholarly information seeking has been influential
such that follow-up studies were conducted to test for similar activities
in the working circumstances in other domains (Meho and Tibbo, 2003),
and specific functions of search systems and search interface features
were proposed based on these actions.

2.1.5 Kuhlthau’s Information Search Process (ISP) Model

Kuhlthau (1991) conducted a series of user studies on students in an edu-
cational setting to examine how the information seeking process develops
throughout their whole process of doing a term project. After observing
and recording students’ information behaviors, cognitive stages, and
affective aspects during the inquiry process, Kuhlthau proposed the
ISP model which consists of six stages: initiation, selection, exploration,
formulation, collection, and presentation. Common patterns of actions,
thoughts, and feelings were found at each stage. According to Kuhlthau,
although this sequence of tasks may appear somewhat recursive, the
general process proceeds from the initiation to the completion of the
project. From among these stages, Kuhlthau highlighted the exploration
stage, which is often the most difficult stage for users because it is at
this stage that users often have difficulties expressing precisely what
information they need, and feelings of confusion, uncertainty, and doubt
are frequently at their peak. However, the designers of search systems
have often been unaware of it. As Kuhlthau’s model highlights the
affective dimension of users’ emotions as they interact with information,
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it has design implications for search systems. Building on Kuhlthau’s
work, Kalbach (2006) outlined a framework for understanding users’
emotional states as they seek information on the Web. Kuhlthau’s ISP
model also indicates that people seek information to create, learn, and
innovate in the context of their daily lives, so the design of the search
system needs to accommodate users beyond searching.

Concerning the implication of the ISP model to the design of search
systems, Russell-Rose and Tate (2013) compared these stages to a
funnel that begins open-ended and ends with a decisive resolution and
found most search applications invest their efforts mainly toward the
end of the funnel: the collection and presentation. Many researchers
have suggested extending the search functions and interface to support
open-ended tasks, or so-called exploratory search, in modern search
systems (White and Roth, 2009). As Marchionini (2006) claimed, for
exploratory search, the search systems should not only provide look-up
functions but also support learning and investigation, concepts similar
to the early stages in Kuhlthau’s ISP model.

As Huurdeman and Kamps (2015) has stated, current search systems
mainly support cycles of micro-level interactions (e.g., entering queries,
selecting items from the results list), but do not explicitly support the
macro-level information seeking as described in Kuhlthau’s ISP model.
Huurdeman et al. (2016) further suggested two ways to design a potential
stage-aware system to support a user’s information-seeking process on a
macro-level. The first way is to allow the user to manually input which
“stage” he is currently at and to select the appropriate interface to be
shown, and the second way is to design the search system such that it
could automatically detect the stage the user is in. Russell-Rose and
Tate (2013) proposed three methods for assisting the users through
this macro-level process: facilitate open-ended exploration with flexible
browsing and filtering controls; help users organize their findings both to
keep track of what they have encountered along the way and to monitor
for new opportunities that sometimes arises. In recent years, the problem
of designing knowledge-context into search systems to facilitate users’
learning and critical thinking has attracted extensive research attention.
For example, Azpiazu et al. (2017) introduced ‘YouUnderstood.Me’
(YUM), an evolving online environment built around a search engine
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that can not only retrieve materials that satisfy information needs but
also match the user’s reading ability, thus making the search results
valuable to children (5-15 year olds). Smith and Rieh (2019) proposed
that SERPs should make both bibliographic and inferential knowledge
context readily accessible to motivate and facilitate information-literate
actions (such as comparing, evaluating, and differentiating between
information sources) so as to support the metacognitive skills required
for long-term learning, creativity, and critical thinking.

Vakkari condensed Kuhlthau’s model into three problem stages, pre-
focus, formulation, and post-focus, from his series of studies (Vakkari,
2000a; Vakkari, 2000b; Vakkari and Hakala, 2000; Vakkari and Penna-
nen, 2001). In his longitudinal study, students were asked to search for
information when writing research proposals for a master’s thesis to
examine how the stages of writing a research proposal were related to
the types of information searches, to the search tactics and term choices,
and to judgments of relevance. Specifically, the pre-focus stage contains
initiation, selection, and exploration stages in Kuhlthau’s model; the
formulation stage is the same as that in Kuhlthau’s model, and the
post-focus stage refers to collection and presentation stages.

Huurdeman et al. (2016) designed two three-stage tasks based
on Vakkari’s three problem stages to investigate the utility of search
user interface features. They found that different search features were
useful at different stages; for example, the informational features (search
results) were always useful in all three stages, while the usefulness of
input (search box) and control features (category filters, tag cloud,
query suggestions) showed a downward tendency after the pre-focus
stage; users preferred to use personalizable features (recent queries,
saved results) after the pre-focus stage.

Gaikwad and Hoeber (2019) employed Vakkari’s three-stage model
of information seeking as a design guide in the context of interactive
image retrieval for the image retrieval system, ImgSEE, and as a mecha-
nism for controlling the laboratory-based evaluation. The study showed
participants were able to follow the three stages of information seeking
and make use of most of the features provided in support of each stage.
They also observed that some participants seemed to return to the focus
formulation stage after entering the post-focus stage, indicating that
the search process may be more cyclical than linear.
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2.1.6 Marchionini’s Information Seeking Process Model

Marchionini (1995)’s model is composed of a set of subprocesses (see
Figure 2.1). Information seeking begins with the recognition and accep-
tance of the problem. Users would then choose a search system based
on their previous experience with the task domain. Here, users would
formulate a query, execute a query, examine results, extract information,
and finally reflect or stop searching.

Figure 2.1: Marchionini’s model of information seeking process within search
contexts (Marchionini, 1995, p. 50).

Marchionini’s information seeking process model conveys the eight
key stages a searcher often progresses through during a search episode,
and emphasizes the iterative nature of the process. The model also shows
the transitions and their probabilities between these steps. Jürgens et al.
(2014) interviewed several patent searchers and described the patent
retrieval process on the basis of Marchionini’s information seeking
process model. Their alternation of the model was to neglect Execute
Query, and to extend the Extract Info step to Extract Info/Report. To
emphasize the importance of the contextual factor experience at all
steps, they drew an ellipse surrounding the whole process.
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Sahib et al. (2012) compared the visually impaired with sighted
users during complex information-seeking tasks to better understand
the challenges they met at different stages of the information seeking
process based on Marchionini’s model. They found that only very limited
support was offered for query formulation, such as query suggestions
and spelling support. It took longer for the visually impaired to explore
search results due to the higher cost in time and effort. With respect
to the reformulation stage, visually impaired users usually created new
queries rather than reformulating queries due to the higher costs of the
reformulation process. It was found that note-taking is generally poorly
integrated with search engines.

The strength of the information seeking process model is that it is
easier to move on to the next step, that of search system improvement,
by addressing the challenges observed in information seeking scenarios
(Sahib et al., 2012; Marchionini and White, 2009). Even though the
back-arrows shown in the model indicate that it is not normal to go
only straight ahead in a prescribed order, that other paths are also
possible, Wilson (2017) exclaims that the information search process
should not be simplified into being represented as a linear left-to-right
progression, but should be represented as a temporal progression. Based
on this consideration, Wilson proposed the Tetris model as an analogy
of the process of how searchers resolve their information needs.

Both Kuhlthau (1991) and Marchionini (1995) presented information
seeking process models that operate from the temporal perspective, but
each approach the search from different levels. Recently, Savolainen
(2018) reviewed information seeking process models from the perspective
of their temporal development, and summarized these models as being
of two levels: the stage-based approaches and the cyclic models. The
stage-based approach, (e.g., Kuhlthau (1991)’s ISP model, Vakkari and
Hakala (2000) and Xie (2009)) were proposed and research conducted
on systems based on these models describe the different stages searchers
often experience during a longitudinal work task or learning-related task.
These studies found that the search stage played an important role in
affecting users’ search behaviors. The cyclic models, (e.g., Marchionini
(1995)’s model and research by Gwizdka (2010), Kules and Capra
(2011), and Yue et al. (2014)) examined the search process of one search
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session to describe how users switch among different sub-processes.
Both approaches have advantages: stage-based approaches provide an
overview of information-seeking processes usually spanning a longer
period of time; cyclic models break the strict linearity and suggest
individual constituents can reoccur in varying order or simultaneously
within one or two stages. Savolainen (2018) further suggested that
more effort in devising an integrated temporal framework covering both
perspectives is needed to design search systems that will support the
complex nature of the information-seeking process.

In the following section, we will also adopt Marchionini (1995)’s
ISP model to demonstrate how the components in search systems were
designed and implemented to support users’ search processes.

2.1.7 Belkin’s Episode Model

Belkin (1996)’s episode model views a user’s interaction with an IR
system as a sequence of episodes of different kinds. The term “episode”
can be considered synonymous with “event" or "interaction”. Traditional
IR typically assumes users and their search goals are “static” and that
a search could be done within the context of a single query-response
cycle. However, this is not the case for real users. A user engages
over time in several different interactions, each dependent on several
factors, such as the user’s current tasks, goals, and intentions, and the
history of the episodes. Different kinds of interaction exist because they
support a variety of processes, such as judging, interpreting, modifying,
and browsing. This model defines the typical steps of interactions
between a user and an information search system as “scripts”, and
highlights four binary dimensions (method, goal, mode, and resource)
to define 16 unique information-seeking strategies (ISSs). Later, Belkin
and Cool (2002) extended and expanded upon the four dimensions in
the episodic model to incorporate all possible interactions among people
and information within five facets using a faceted classification scheme.

This model could be served as the basis for the implementation of
support techniques for different ISSs in search systems. Yuan and Belkin
(2007) implemented an integrated IIR system that had been adapted to
support different ISSs (both scanning and searching) and compared it
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against a standard baseline search system. The results show that the
integrated search system achieved better search performance and search
experience. Huvila (2010) adopted Belkin and Cool (2002)’s classification
scheme and extended it to the broad scope of information activity
which included their contexts, and also highlighted the importance
of maintaining a balance between complexity and simplicity when
classifying information interactions. As Wilson et al. (2009) pointed out,
this model may not be sufficiently exhaustive, representing only the
core of search interactions, but further research using such classification
could examine the relationship between search context or search intent
and users’ search interactions (e.g. Xie, 2000).

2.1.8 Ingwersen’s Cognitive Model and Polyrepresentation

Ingwersen (1992), Ingwersen (1996), and Ingwersen (1999) developed
and enhanced the cognitive model of IR interaction, and Ingwersen
and Ingwersen and Järvelin (2006) proposed an integrated information-
seeking and retrieval (IS&R) research framework based on the holistic
cognitive viewpoint and relevant theoretical and empirical research in
IS&R. This framework understands the IS&R as a process of cognition
for the information-seeking actor(s) or team in context. Information
seeking involves cognitive and emotional representations from a variety
of participating actors. Such representations are seen as manifestations
of human cognition, reflection, emotion, or ideas forming part of the
IS&R components and kinds of interactions in context.

Typical information-seeking behavior is the acquisition of infor-
mation from knowledge sources; interactive IR involves information
acquisition via formal channels. Information acquisition, use, and inter-
action are thus regarded as central phenomena of information behavior,
including IS&R. Every information actor operates in, and is influenced
by, a dual contextual frame: that of the IT and information spaces
surrounding the actor(s)—the systemic context and the socio-cultural
organizational context. During the interaction, any actor is influenced by
his past experiences (the historic context) and in turn, actors influence
their systemic and socio-cultural environment, directly and indirectly,
over time via other actors’ information seeking and use of information.
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Whereas the actor’s cognitive and emotional states occur before
and during each interaction, information systems are designed for all
interactions, and their design is supposed to be stable for some time.
To keep the symmetry, the system would have to choose an algorithm
for each stage in a query. This capability has not yet come to be and is
possibly an undesirable and unachievable goal.

Ingwersen’s cognitive model indicates that information objects
should be represented in different forms. Ingwersen (1994) developed
the theory of polyrepresentation based on the observation that a com-
bination of different types of representations of the same information
objects tends to produce better IR results than when only a single type
of representation is used. In practice, a combination of overlapping rep-
resentations with different sources and functions (e.g., author assigned
article titles and indexer assigned metadata) would be a sign of greater
relevance of an information object. The theory of polyrepresentation
has been tested in and supported by several studies (e.g. Skov et al.,
2008; Schaer et al., 2012; Huvila, 2016).

2.1.9 Saracevic’s Stratified Model

The term “interaction” is a broad and general term. What is interaction?
Saracevic (1997) proposed the stratified model to highlight that we
can consider IR interaction as occurring on several connected levels or
strata. IR interactions can be considered as a dialog between a user and
a computer, occurring in episodes involving different levels or strata,
and all these interactions happen on the search interface. Both the user
side and the computer side have multiple factors that could influence
the design of the search interface. From the user side, the user’s tasks,
intent, and knowledge structure could all have an impact on the user’s
query characteristics; from the ‘computer side, the search interface
reacts to the user’s input based on text representation provided by the
algorithms and hardware.

On the user side, there are three levels/strata: cognitive, affective,
and situational. On the cognitive level, users interact with texts and
their representations, (both can be considered cognitive structures); on
the affective level, users interact with their intentions, such as beliefs,
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motivation, and feelings; on the situational level, users interact with
the given situation or problems-at-hand, and the results of the search
may be applied to the resolution of the problem.

On the computer side, there are at least three levels as well: engineer-
ing, processing, and content. The engineering level involves hardware
and its various operational attributes; the processing level concentrates
on software, algorithms, and the various approaches of texts and queries;
the content level concentrates on information resources and their various
representations. The computer side of the model has been extended by
other researchers. For example, Spink et al. (1998) added a graduated
relevance dimension; and Bates (2002) identified additional levels that
interact and affect each other.

User and computer sides meet at the surface level via an interface.
For users, despite the complexity of search systems, the user and the
system meet on the interface level interacting mainly through queries
and the search results displayed. Empirical studies that have taken the
stratified model as a theoretical framework have mainly examined users’
query formulation and reformulation behaviors (e.g. Rieh and Xie, 2006).
The main idea of the stratified model is to provide a holistic view of the
interactions from both the user and computer sides. All the layers impact
the performance of the search system and the users’ search experience.
Even though an effective search algorithm is implemented on well
indexed data and efficient hardware, a non-user-friendly search interface
design would hinder users’ search experience and search performance.
The designers of a search system could take the stratified model and
check the features of each layer to identify possible bottlenecks hindering
the performance (White, 2016).

2.2 Application of Search Tasks

In traditional IR research, an IR system was often thought of as a
generic search system that would respond to a query with a set of
results to meet some information need, whereas nowadays, the task
is usually considered to be what triggered the need to search in the
retrieval system (Toms, 2011). It is somewhat true that search can
be considered a “solved problem” for fact-finding and navigational
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searches, but the interaction model and the underlying algorithms are
still brittle in the face of complex tasks. As White claimed, “. . . we
need to invest in evolving search interaction to, among other things,
address a broader range of requests, embrace new technologies, and
support the often underserved “last mile” in search interaction: task
completion.” Search log analysis has shown that long search sessions
are very common and that tasks often extend over long periods on and
on more than one device (Hassan et al., 2014). It is argued that search
systems should be designed and evaluated based on their ability to
assist users in accomplishing their higher-level tasks. In information
seeking research, various tasks have been discussed, such as work tasks,
information-seeking tasks, and information search tasks (Byström and
Hansen, 2005). Among these types of tasks, the work task is often
viewed as the motivation for other types of tasks. Work task refers to
an activity people perform to fulfill the responsibilities of their job, such
as a work-related task (Li and Belkin, 2010). Work tasks may not only
refer to work assigned by others but could also refer to self-motivated
tasks, like travel planning. In general work, tasks are situations wherein
users have specific goals in mind that they need to accomplish, and
that often involve searching. There are also situations in which users
do not have specific goals, where they search for leisure or serendipity,
or just search casually for information or browsing. Such searching will
be further discussed in Section 6.3.

There have been several workshops focused on the task, including
Larsen et al. (2012)’s Task-Based and Aggregated Search Workshop,
the Second Strategic Workshop on Information Retrieval in Lorne
(SWIRL), (Allan et al., 2012) and Kelly et al. (2013)’s workshop on
task-based information search systems. A commonly seen basis of this
stream of research is to classify tasks into different types along with
some task feature(s). These include, for example, closed versus open-
ended tasks (Marchionini, 1989); factual, descriptive, instrumental, and
exploratory tasks (Kim, 2006); fact-finding vs. information gathering
(Kellar et al., 2007; Toms et al., 2007); learning about a topic, making
a decision, finding out how to, finding facts, and finding a solution
(Freund, 2008). The two most comprehensive examinations are those
of Kim and Soergel (2006) and Li and Belkin (2008). Some of the task
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attributes they developed include sources, time, product, process, goal,
the complexity of tasks, features of the users, and the performance
of the task by the user from the perspective of the user. In recent
years, Search as Learning has attracted considerable research attention,
and researchers have often adopted Anderson et al. (2001)’s five levels
of cognitive complexity and the knowledge dimension as the design
guideline for learning-related search tasks (Wu et al., 2012; Urgo et al.,
2019).

Freund and Wildemuth (2014) created the Repository of Assigned
Search Tasks (RepAST), which contains bibliographic details for em-
pirical studies that have employed assigned search tasks as well as
conceptual papers on task-based searching. When available, the search
task types, definitions, and task descriptions themselves were included.
RepAST provides a platform that contains search task types and task
descriptions, through which to study the practices within the research
community and prompt greater conceptual clarity and consensus in the
use of search tasks. RepAST can be used as a source of search task
descriptions for reuse in new studies or to replicate prior research.

In IIR research, studies are often conducted to understand how task
characteristics (complexity, difficulty, etc.) or task stage influence users’
search behaviors, users’ judgments of document relevance, and search
performance/outcomes. A deeper understanding of these relationships
would help determine which task characteristics have actual design im-
plications for the search system (for a search engine’s ranking algorithm
and/or the interface). From the system design perspective, it requires
modeling and tracking a user’s task over multiple queries, search ses-
sions, and devices, and designing interactions that guide the user toward
task completion, as well as developing evaluation methodologies that
more directly measure a system’s ability to help users complete the
task at hand. Research efforts have been devoted to determining what
types of search tasks a user is trying to accomplish (Mitsui et al., 2018a;
Mitsui et al., 2018b); what kind of experience a user has had (i.e., task
difficulty, search frustration, search satisfaction, etc.) during searching
for a task (Liu et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2018; Chen
et al., 2017); what categories best represent users’ search intentions
and how such intentions could affect the type of information users
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expect (Mitsui et al., 2017); how to implement task type information in
the optimization of search results (Liu et al., 2012); what search user
interface features should be provided to support users at different stages
of the search process (Huurdeman et al., 2016). Yet more research is
needed to determine what kinds of information about a user’s task a
search engine should try to predict; what kinds of information the search
engine should elicit from the user directly; what are the appropriate
mechanisms for eliciting task information; and what are the appropriate
times to elicit information.

Users make use of a wide range of tools to accomplish their tasks. Hu-
urdeman et al. (2016) designed two three-stage tasks based on Vakkari’s
three problem stages to investigate the utility of search user interface
features based on Wilson (2011)’s classification of search features at
different stages. They found that the informational features (search
results) were always useful at all three stages while the usefulness of
input (search box) and control features (category filters, tag cloud, query
suggestions) showed a downward tendency in usage after the pre-focus
stage. On the contrary, users preferred to use personalizable features
(recent queries, saved results) after the pre-focus stage. Huurdeman
(2017) later further proposed a theoretical framework for designing
search user interfaces with enhanced support for macro-level processes.
It outlines how three types of search user interface features (input and
control features, informational features, and personalizable features)
can be recombined to form a supportive framework for complex tasks.
In this framework, Huurdeman suggested designing a stage-aware search
user interface which would provide low-level support for moves and
tactics, gradually giving way to higher-level support for stratagems
and strategies. Besides supporting users’ searching process, future work
should also consider developing auxiliary tools that help users integrate
and make better use of the information found during their searches.

2.3 Application of Models

As discussed in this section, there has been a disconnect between IR
system design and models of user search behavior for multiple rea-
sons (Fidel, 2012b; Kuhlthau, 2005). Wilson et al. (2009) proposed an
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evaluation framework and evaluated advanced search user interfaces
using search behavior models, specifically Belkin and Cool’s ISSs and
Bates’ search tactics. Dillon (2016) proposed that a theory is needed
for the design of search interfaces that support reading since it requires
different kinds of theoretical knowledge for the design of interactive
search systems.

Sonnenwald et al. (2016) identify types of theories developed in infor-
mation sciences where Kuhlthau’s ISP model has been further developed
for explaining and predicting. Even though this model has implications
for IR system design, few studies have directly applied it to the design
of IR systems. Nonetheless, the ISP model has been translated into Web
design practices by considering the user’s emotional states (Kalbach,
2006) and has been extensively discussed as foundational in the design
of search experiences (Russell-Rose and Tate, 2013). Huurdeman et al.
(2016) found that there are specific relationships between search inter-
face features and the stages of information-seeking tasks, that is, some
features are more useful than others at a certain stage of information
seeking. Sarraf (2019) identified the mapping of neural activities to the
ISP model. Overall, these studies suggest that Kuhlthau’s ISP model
has been extended in theory to make connections with the usefulness
of some system features as well as the user’s neural activities. From a
practical perspective, the ISP model has informed the design of search
experiences and Web design practices by taking into account the user’s
emotional states.

The information foraging theory and associated concepts have been
used to explain user search behavior in the desktop and mobile search
environments (e.g., Wu and Kelly, 2014; Ong, 2017). Informed by the
information foraging theory, Schnabel et al. (2019) found that users
prefer interfaces that have a lower access cost, regardless of the strength
of information scents in recommended systems. Montoya Freire et al.
(2019) applied the information foraging theory to the design of layouts
in user interfaces. Generally, the implications of the information foraging
theory for search interface design in these studies have not been adopted
and tested in operational systems. In other words, the theory has been
applied to explain user search behavior and provide implications for
search user interface design. From practical perspectives, Russell-Rose
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and Tate (2013) listed three techniques for implementing information
scent into the design of the search user interface: descriptive titles, hit
highlighting, and clear labeling. Given the development of Kuhlthau’s
ISP model and the information foraging theory, we need to further
develop theories for the design of search user interfaces drawing from
our understanding of the theories and models of user search behavior.
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Interfaces to Support the Search Process

Researchers and practitioners usually consider at least two broad areas
relevant to the design of search interfaces: the design of the search
feature (including its presentation and its interaction design) and the
presentation of the search results for users to consume. The interactive
process that users follow, however, can be separated into additional
stages: formulating queries, examining search results, browsing, selecting
and interacting with sources for further use, then finally completing the
search task. Good search interfaces guide and assist searchers through-
out this entire process from the initial idea to the completion of the
search activity. In this section, we adopt Marchionini’s information-
seeking process model as a framework to review some of the studies
and search interface designs concerning the different search process
stages (Marchionini, 1995).

As Marchionini noted, the information-seeking process is dynamic
and action-oriented, and these subprocesses can be depicted as belong-
ing to one of four classes: understanding and planning, searching and
execution, evaluation, and use, as shown in Figure 3.1). Among these
four classes of action, the understanding and planning subprocesses are
mainly mental activities, and the execution, evaluation, and use sub-

38
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Figure 3.1: Structure of Section 3: The four subprocesess in Marchionini’s model

processes are both mental and behavioral. In the past decade, various
search functions or interaction styles have been designed to support
different subprocesses. Search interface design should not only support
searchers’ behavioral subprocesses but should also support searchers’
mental subprocesses. In the following sections, we will discuss how the
search interface could support these four main subprocesses.

3.1 The Understanding and Planning Subprocesses

The first two steps in Marchionini’s model are ‘recognize and accept
and information problem’ and ‘define and understand the problem’,
which have often been considered cognitive processes that only occur
in searchers’ minds, invisible to the search systems. However, recent
research in IIR often argues that search systems should be designed
to support searchers’ work task completion (White, 2018). In real-
world settings, searching is never an independent and isolated activity
existing in a vacuum; instead, it is surrounded by other activities.
Searching is usually motivated by some sort of task called a “work
task” in the literature of IIR (Järvelin et al., 2015; Li and Belkin, 2008).
During the task completion process, searching is often accompanied by
making annotations, taking notes, or copying and pasting information
chucks, and so on; in addition, searching generally leads to knowledge
gain (e.g., Liu et al., 2013), and sensemaking and learning mainly
occur outside of the search engine (Wilson et al., 2012a). Searching is
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also generally followed by the use of the found information to achieve
the work task goals. Information use is clearly different but closely
connected with information search. Information use, in addition to
information search, are both components of Wilson (1999)’s model
of information-seeking behavior. Effectively using the information to
accomplish a specific purpose is one of the standards in information
literacy, alongside accessing and evaluating information, et cetera (ALA,
2016). Kuhlthau (1991)’s Information Seeking Process (ISP) model
includes a “presentation” phase, when the search is complete and the
problem has been solved, which also features information use. Supporting
information use appears to be a naturally extended goal that search
systems can reach.

To design a search interface able to support the understanding and
planning subprocesses, it is important to know how searchers would use
the information and the information outcomes they would produce after
task completion. The use of information can be in the mental or cognitive
format and generate mental outcomes such as thoughts and ideas, but it
often results in physical and concrete products. Järvelin et al. (2015, p.
21) highlight the importance of the work task outcome, noting that it is
not enough in a typical complex task scenario to just learn about a topic
or to solve a problem with selected information items, but “the outcome
of cognitive processing of information has to be documented and justified
using information items as evidence.” Järvelin et al. (2015) further
propose that the ultimate goal of information interaction tools is to
support the performance of work tasks. Supporting the accomplishment
of work tasks, particularly, the work task products or outcomes (these
two terms are used interchangeably in this section), has been attracting
increasing research attention in recent years. Fourney (2015) points out
that when relying on web resources to support their work, users interact
with systems/objects in three environments: (1) the search engine, (2)
retrieved documents, and (3) the application’s user interface. Designing
interfaces that can support work tasks is a significant aspect of support
which requires first understanding people’s information work tasks and
planning goals.

In one such effort to understand the users’ tasks and goals, Vakkari
and Huuskonen (2012) examined how a client information system fared
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in supporting social workers’ tasks in child protection, specifically,
how information production and use were embedded with other tasks
in the whole work process. The client information system was found
insufficient in its support of social workers’ tasks due to problems
such as there being too little information in the client information
system to use, manual conversion of client records being required, the
complexity of the system, etc. Recommendations included redesigning
the system to be simpler, easier to use, and offering ways for users to
find summarized information more rapidly. Although search is involved,
the client information system is not an information search system like
search engines or library databases that the current paper focuses on.
However, this does give us an example of how to go about researching
the need.

There have been tools designed to help with work tasks. MacKay and
Watters (2008) designed browser tools to help users organize the large
amount of information that they had saved and used in multi-session
tasks. The tools also had features that could help users resume tasks
from where they had left off when they returned to the tasks. These tools
are browser add-ons and do not belong to search systems themselves,
but the ideas may have implications for search system design.

Besides the tools to support information use and information produc-
tion, more effort should be put into helping searchers better recognize
and define their information problems or work tasks. As Kuhlthau
(1991)’s ISP model emphasized, searchers often experience the explo-
ration process to narrow down their general information need to a more
focused topic for their work tasks, and such an exploration process is
often associated with frustration, doubt, and uncertainty. Therefore, a
call for new interactive types of search systems that could help searchers
better understand their information problems and that could better
support searchers’ self-awareness and meta-cognition is needed.

3.2 The Searching and Execution Subprocesses

The searching and execution subprocesses, which have been the main
focus in the design of search systems, mainly involve selecting search
systems, formulating queries, and executing queries. In this section, we
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review three aspects of support for one of these subprocesses, that of
users’ query formulation: search box design, query auto-completion to
support query formulation, and content-based multimedia search.

3.2.1 Search Box Design

The most important rule in search box design is to make it noticeable
and prominent. The search box should not be designed behind an icon;
otherwise, users would have to take an extra action to access the search
box. Besides having a prominent search box, it is also recommended that
the search box be accompanied by a magnifying glass icon, the most
universal search symbol recognized by users. Not all search systems
prefer a single search box, take for instance the library search and casual
search in the Digital Cultural Heritage (Walsh and Hall, 2015)

The most common form of text search on the Web is through
keyword searching. A keyword is an index entry that identifies a specific
record or document. In the early days of search systems, the author of
the web document specified the keywords for the documents. Current
search engines establish rules to extract and index words that appear
to be important in the documents; for example, words found in the
title of a page, or words that are repeated several times throughout
the document. Keyword searching requires that the user type the same
words the search engines generated from the documents for use as index
terms, or the search engines need some other way in which to understand
the searcher’s intent and the contextual meaning of terms in the user’s
queries and within the documents.

Early query suggestion functions were derived from relevance feed-
back (Koenemann and Belkin, 1996; White et al., 2005). For the next
phase, the search system was designed to suggest queries from query
logs (Baeza-Yates et al., 2004). For query suggestions, there are two
options, either to suggest the complete queries or to suggest individual
terms, and researchers have found that searchers preferred complete
queries be suggested rather than individual terms (Kelly et al., 2009).
In another follow up study, Kelly et al. (2009) compared the sources
of the suggested queries and found that searchers preferred query sug-
gestions from human-generated queries over suggestions generated by
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algorithmic methods. Niu and Kelly (2014) examined the usage of query
suggestions over successive queries within search sessions and found that
the usage rates for the first eight queries of sessions were consistently
about 50% and the usage was reduced for subsequent queries. These
early forms of query suggestions are called static suggestions (Smith
et al., 2017).

3.2.2 Query Auto-Completion to Support Query Formulation

Besides static suggestions, there are dynamic query suggestions which
enable assistance on the first query of a session. The first use of dynamic
suggestions in commercial Web search engines was developed by Yahoo
in 2007 (Anick and Kantamneni, 2008), followed closely by Google in
2008 (Smith et al., 2017). One technique used in assisting users’ query
formulation dynamically is the query auto-completion (QAC) technique.
QAC is the ubiquitous information search function that displays a list
of suggested queries, where the list changes as the searcher types (Smith
et al., 2017).

The concept of auto-completion for queries is derived from typing
prediction functions (e.g., Jakobsson, 1986). Cai and Rijke (2016) have
presented a detailed treatment of the history and development of QAC
mechanisms. They mined query logs and used the popularity of queries
to predict the complete queries. They added prefix and click-through
features (Bast and Weber, 2006), the use of context such as the date
of the query to make seasonal adjustments (e.g., moving “Halloween”
higher in the list during October), or a searcher’s location, demograph-
ics, and individual search history (Shokouhi, 2013), trends in recent
query activity at the search engine level (Whiting and Jose, 2014), and
semantic and syntactic information found in large query logs (Jiang
et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015).

QAC can also be implemented during query reformulation. Jiang
et al. (2014) have analyzed how users reformulate their queries and then
proposed a supervised approach to query auto-completion during the
user’s reformulation process, taking into consideration three levels of
reformulation-related features: term, query, and session. Results show a
significant improvement in predicting users’ queries successfully over
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baselines. Cai and Rijke (2016) have proposed further personalizing
query suggestions by adding lexical and semantic information gleaned
from the searcher’s long-term and current-session query history, but
only achieved marginal incremental improvement in query performance.
The risk of suggesting queries based on the searcher’s query history in
the current session during query reformulation is that it will fail if the
searcher changes the topic of their search (Cai et al., 2014).

The usage of QAC has been investigated through log analysis. Mitra
et al. (2014) found through an analysis of the Bing query log in 2004 that
QAC usage rates vary considerably with search topics, with popular
topics and navigational queries making the most use of it. Hofmann et al.
(2014) found an average usage rate of 29% for first queries only. Smith
et al. (2016) reported a 26% rate across all queries within sessions in a
user experiment. Further analysis (e.g., Smith et al., 2017) found the
real value of QAC was in shorter sessions where there was a noticeably
higher retrieval rate. When QAC was used, it was most likely to have
been in the first query of a session, but greatly diminished in subsequent
queries. If the first query of a session did not use QAC, then it was far
less likely to be used in subsequent queries.

3.2.3 Content-Based Multimedia Search

Today, besides text retrieval, there are many different types of search
systems that allow users to search for a variety of formats of information,
for instance, image, video, computational knowledge, and argumentation,
to name a few. Content-based image retrieval systems allow users to
sketch coarsely detailed pictures and retrieve similar images based on
different features. For example, the RevIMG (http://www.revimg.com/)
system allows users to search by texture similarities. TinEye Reverse
Image Search (http://www.tineye.com/) allows users to submit an image
to find out where it came from, how it is being used, if modified versions
of the image exist, or to find higher resolution versions. TinEye regularly
crawls the web for new images and also accepts contributions of complete
online image collections. Today’s search engines even allow users to
search for images or videos with an image or video file as a request. For
example, VideoQ (Chang et al., 1998) was the first to develop the first
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online video search engine supporting automatic object-based indexing
and spatiotemporal queries. IBM researchers proposed the QBIC system
that relied on the query of image and video content (Flickner et al., 1995).
Another type of search system allows searching by knowledge graphs,
such as the Wolfram—Alpha (http://wolframalpha.com). It has a vast
collection of built-in data, algorithms, and methods from which it can
generate immediate results for either Mathematica input or any freeform
linguistic input. This system is believed to make many programming and
development tasks much easier. Recently, a new type of search system
has appeared, an argumentation search (http://argumentsearch.com).
When a user searches a topic with it, the search system finds and
summarizes the pros and cons of the topic in real-time.

3.3 The Evaluation Subprocess

The evaluation subprocess includes the evaluation of SERPs, the visual-
ized search results, and the within-document retrieval.

3.3.1 The Evaluation of SERPs

The execution of a search action involves the usability issues of search
user interfaces.

Hearst (2009) provides an overview of the presentation of a SERP.
Historically a SERP has been presented as a list of search results, each
including a title, the page URL, and a summary (or so-called “snippet”)
of the content of the page. Much research has been conducted concerning
the visual representation of these captions (e.g., Aula, 2004; Cutrell and
Guan, 2007; Rose et al., 2007).

Without an informative snippet, even the most relevant document
may not be clicked or browsed by searchers. Turpin et al. (2007) in-
vestigated how accounting for the summary judgment stage can alter
IR systems evaluation and comparison results. After retrieving 150
search queries issued by middle school children, Bilal and Huang (2019)
compared the readability and the level of word complexity of the SERP
snippets and that of their associated web pages between Google and
Bing. Their research showed that the readability of Google SERP snip-
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pets was at a much higher level than those of Bing. The readability of
the snippets generated by both engines mismatched the reading compre-
hension level of children in grades 6–8. It pointed out the necessity of
considering searchers’ reading comprehension ability when generating
the snippets, especially for young users. On SERP pages, manual experi-
mental results (Iofciu et al., 2009) and eye-tracking studies by (Savenkov
et al., 2011) suggest that query term highlighting would help draw the
searchers’ attention to the results that are most likely to be relevant
to the query. Zhang (2018) compared several snippet text highlighting
strategies through a user experiment. She carefully designed four high-
lighting strategies: the original highlighting strategy (query terms were
all highlighted in the snippet), the reduced highlighting strategy (only
the longest three query words were highlighted), the task-level highlight-
ing strategy (only the terms highlighted by at least 5 users in the task
were highlighted) and the result-level highlighting strategy (the terms
highlighted by at least 4 users in each snippet result). She conducted a
user experiment with 36 participants using a between-subject design
and evaluated the search efficacy using the cost-benefit framework. Her
results show that the result-level highlighting strategy can reduce search
cost significantly in informational search tasks and transactional tasks,
but not in navigational tasks. Snippets have been constructed in dif-
ferent ways, either by humans or by automatic construction methods.
Bando et al. (2010) investigated how 10 humans constructed snippets
for four queries related to two documents. The researchers observed
that whereas participants extracted the same pieces of text around
73% of the time when creating their extractive queries, the automated
approaches only used these same fragments 10% of the time.

3.3.2 Visualization of Search Results

User interfaces designed to support document selection or browsing
of search results can be distinguished by textual and visual represen-
tations. Most IR systems such as modern search engines present the
search results as a list of documents, ranked by order of relevance. There
have been some IR systems that display the search results with visu-
alization interfaces. The purpose of the visualization of search results
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by such engines as FeatureLens (Don et al., 2007), TileBars (Hearst,
1995), and Jigsaw (Stasko et al., 2008) is to provide searchers with
the inner structure of a huge text and help searchers mine meaningful
and comprehensible context. Ahn and Brusilovsky (2013) proposed and
implemented the adaptive visualization search system, Adaptive VIBE,
in which they incorporated interactive visualization into personalized
search based on the Vibe system. They conducted a user study to evalu-
ate the performance of this system and found that Adaptive VIBE was
able to improve the precision and the productivity of the personalized
search system because the system could help searchers to discover more
diverse sets of information.

In much the same vein, the Topic Finder feature of Gale online
databases has the option of displaying titles of retrieved results in either
a tile or wheel format (see Figure 3.2). To present the hierarchical
relationships of bibliographic records in IR systems more effectively for
users, Merčun et al. (2017) compared four different hierarchical layouts
(indented tree, radial tree, circlepack, and sunburst) for presenting
the complex relationships within work families (i.e., the relationships
among the entities and their derivatives in describing the work). The
findings of user evaluation indicate that the indented tree and sunburst
layouts are most successful in terms of search performance and user
perception while the hierarchical layouts are useful for work families
and exploratory tasks (see Figure 3.3).

3.3.3 Within-Document Retrieval

User interfaces designed to support user access to segments of full-text
documents have been discussed in the research literature as part of the
book selection process (Wacholder and Liu, 2008; Wacholder et al., 2006),
within-document retrieval (Harper et al., 2004), focused retrieval (Arvola
et al., 2012) or document triage (Buchanan and Loizides, 2007; Loizides
et al., 2014). For example, Harper et al. (2004) proposed a user interface
called ProfileSkim that provides an interactive bar graph for retrieving
relevant segments of a document. The findings from a user study in
which users performed manual indexing tasks reveal that the proposed
interface is more efficient than the control interface having the ‘Find’
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(a) Tiles search results visualization (b) Wheel search results visualization

Figure 3.2: Two types of search results visualization interfaces to support document
selection as displayed by the Gale Topic Finder.

command in a web browser, and it is at least as effective as the ‘Find’
command tool. Schwartz et al. (2010) proposed a Focus+Context user
interface, an extension of TitleBars (Hearst, 1995) for within-document
search and navigation. A usability study of the proposed interface
suggests that there are significant differences in search times for the
different visualizations. Loizides et al. (2014) indicate that the search
tool of matched query term highlights was rarely used in the process
of making relevance judgments for documents. Overall, these studies
suggest that interfaces with visualizations of term distributions in a
long document can efficiently support user access to portions of the
document.

Gutwin et al. (2017) revealed that user interfaces of spatially stable
overviews of the entire document are efficient for document navigation.
The results from field experiments reveal that overviews support both
pattern matching and revisitation, and the user interface is particularly
useful for finding previously visited pages. To build spatial memory of
long documents, Mollashahi et al. (2018) proposed user interfaces with
augmented scrollbars that use visual items as landmarks to support
revisitation in long documents. The findings show that double-icons
and two-level augmented scrollbars using icons lead to better search
performance and score high on user preferences.

From a practical perspective, the user interfaces of PDF viewers,
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(a) Indented tree (b) Radial tree

(c) Circlepack (d) Sunburst

Figure 3.3: Four different hierarchical layouts for displaying the relationships among
bibliographic records (Merčun et al., 2017).

which have implemented the search function for accessing segments of a
full-text document, have displayed the matched query results differently.
For instance, Figure 3.4 illustrates the Find function (ctrl+F) in Acrobat
Reader displaying the query matched results by a simple search box in
the top right corner; a full search option displays the matched query
results by page order on the left after digging into the Find function.
Figure 3.5 is an example of a Preview pane in Mac OS in which the
matched query results sort orders are juxtaposed as search rank (the
system default option) and page order at the top left. Figure 3.6 shows
how the visualization of matched term distribution in the scrollbar
reveals the location of the terms in the document and their density.
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Figure 3.4: Keyword search and navigation functions in Acrobat Reader support
within-document retrieval with full reader search.

Figure 3.5: Keyword search and navigation functions in Preview mode support
within-document retrieval with search results sorted by search rank or page order.
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Figure 3.6: Keyword search and navigation functions of PDF.js support within-
document retrieval with a visualization of matched term distribution in the scrollbar.

3.4 The Use Subprocess

In regard to use, researchers have explored various aspects including
searchers’ information use behaviors, the relationship of searchers’ infor-
mation use behaviors with information search behaviors, the discovery
of system features that could help in supporting information use and
work task performance.

Some effort has been made to make use of search engines in the
support of work tasks through searching. One way is to embed search
engines in the work task setting. For example, Brandt and colleagues
(Brandt et al., 2009; Brandt et al., 2010) dealt with online sources in
support of programming. Brandt et al. (2009) examined programmers’
searching and code writing behaviors and found that they used web
search and web sources for several purposes: for just-in-time learning
and for gaining high-level conceptual knowledge through web tutorials,
as a “translator” for exact terminology or syntax through a web search,
and as external memory for complicated syntax that can be accessed as
needed, and so forth. Brandt et al. (2010) further designed an interface
called Blueprint that embedded a task-specific search engine in the code
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development environment which was able to enable programmers to
write better code, find example code faster than with a standard Web
browser, all of which changed how and when programmers searched the
Web.

Another way that search engines are used is to support low level
language-related tasks, such as spell checking, grammar checking, disam-
biguating between homonyms, defining, and providing pronunciations.
Fourney et al. (2017) found that language-related searches were indeed
common, accounting for at least 2.7% of the queries in their data set.
They also found that the convenience of search engines, the richness
of the information search engines can provide, and the familiarity and
confidence users have with their search engine use contributed to the
common use of search engines as language tools.

3.4.1 Searching for Writing, and Other Information Use Behaviors

In a study by Kumpulainen and Jarvelin (2010) examining work-task-
driven information access in the molecular medicine domain, multiple
sources and channels were found to be used in information seeking
including web search engines, literature databases, websites, and bio
databases. This led to the suggestion of setting information integration
as the ultimate goal of system development, with an interim or par-
allel strategy of exploring how single information systems can assist
information use.

Whereas searching behaviors in the context of having or not having
a work task have been explored quite extensively, those in the context
of generating a task product, such as a written text, have been explored
very little. Along the latter line, Liu and Belkin (2012) found that the
ratio of pages useful to all, but not the number of queries or web pages
found, positively correlated with task performance. They also found that
although time spent searching positively correlated with the number
of queries and web pages found, it did not correlate with work task
performance. Hagen et al. (2016) found that in non-fiction text writing,
users would often submit recurring anchor queries to avoid losing the
main themes or to explore new directions. Fact-checking queries were
found to often conclude a writing task, but the number of submitted
queries was not a good indicator of task completion.
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Furthermore, information use is so different from information search
that their behaviors and performance do not even correlate. Vakkari
and Huuskonen (2012) found that effort expended in the search process
degraded search precision but improved the essay writing task outcome.
Effort in expanding Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms within
search sessions and effort in assessing and exploring documents in the
result list between the sessions degraded precision, but led to better
task outcome. Thus, human effort compensated bad retrieval results
on route to good task outcomes. Liu and Belkin (2012) found that the
performance of report writing did not correlate with those measures
typically used in evaluating search performance, such as the number
of useful webpages viewed, the number of queries issued, or the length
of time required to complete the task, but did correlate with users’
knowledge of task topic, their previous experience on the task type, their
effectiveness in finding useful web pages, and the amount of time they
could allocate to writing. Liu and Belkin (2014) further found that users
with different levels of task topic knowledge performed differently on
different tasks. Particularly, users with higher-level knowledge tended to
perform better in the parallel-structured task (subtasks being in parallel
with each other) than in the dependent-structured task (some subtasks
being dependent upon the completion of others); in comparison, users
with lower-level knowledge tended to perform better in the dependent-
structured task than in the parallel-structured task.

More recently, Vakkari et al. (2018) attempted to predict the success
of IR from information use behaviors for writing tasks, together with
search behaviors such as querying and clicking. Two main indicators of
the usefulness of search results were: the number of words reused from
the clicked search results, and the number of pastes. Increased search
result usefulness was also found to correlate with a decrease in effort
spent on editing the pastes for the essay, which was consistent with
findings in Vakkari and Huuskonen (2012). These results all indicate
that in order to design systems that support work task accomplishment,
information use should be further explored and better understood.
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3.4.2 In Support of Information Saving and Collecting

Liu et al. (2018) explored which system features it is that college students
use to find and save information when they work on their real-life tasks.
They found that some generic features among systems are helpful for
information saving, for example, downloading or emailing information
to oneself, while, other features are specific to only one or to a class of
systems. For example, whereas library systems often let searchers save
resources in a personal list that can be e-mailed or saved to an account,
Pinterest lets users pin items to their boards.

Commercial search engines have attempted to provide more functions
to help with user tasks than simply returning search results. Google
– Notebook FAQ (n.d.), Yahoo! Search Pad (Needleman, 2009), and
Microsoft Thumbtack (Brown, 2008) are examples of approaches to
enabling the system to automatically save search results or notes rather
than requiring the user to manually email them to himself. Unfortunately,
these functions have been shut down due to not attracting much use.
Regardless, except for the deceased Google Notebook, which allowed
users to take their own notes, all other services are basically about
information saving and collecting rather than information use.

To the best of our knowledge, current commercial search systems do
not generally show features that help searchers use the information to
create task outcomes and accomplish their tasks, and any that attempt
it, do not do so extensively. One reasonable explanation is that system
features supporting task accomplishment may depend, to a large degree,
on the specific tasks attempted and their specific task requirements. For
example, writing an essay differs from finding a restaurant or creating a
vacation plan in many aspects, such as the type of information sources
consulted, the format of the final products, and the writing/creating
process. The specificity poses a challenge to generic search engines.

3.4.3 In Support of Note Taking

Some approaches have attempted to assist users’ work tasks by being
better at providing search results or documents. Budzik and Hammond
(2000), for example, designed a system named Watson that could suggest
documents as a searcher writes a paper. Golovchinsky et al. (1999) used
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readers’ annotations on documents as queries. However, these are still
along the direction of supporting information search.

Among the few approaches to supporting information used, some
work by aiming at helping users take notes. In proposing interface
approaches in support of semantic navigation, Kopak et al. (2010)
suggested one means, that is, providing a closer coupling between the
reading and writing process by fostering annotation. This is indicative
of an interface design that supports writing as the work task outcome.
Along with reading and comprehension, the making of annotations
should also be fostered as this could also be helpful to information
use since the annotation pieces could be used in the generation of task
outcomes such as article or report writing.

System interfaces that support annotations or note taking as part
of the exploratory search process have been designed and evaluated.
Ahn et al. (2008) designed an interface called TaskSieve that supports
task accomplishment. Specifically, it provides a “Task Model Notes”
panel on the right side of the search interface into which users can
paste and type notes. Similarly, He et al. (2008) designed an interface
that provides a shoebox in which users can assemble text fragments.
Although there have not been any approaches or studies aimed at
helping with information use or note taking in the past decade, in recent
Search as Learning studies, experimenters have often designed search
tasks that involved a learning output (e.g., writing an essay or answering
questions) from which they could evaluate learning performance after
search (Wilson and Wilson, 2013; Liu et al., 2020a). In addition, it is
important to ensure that search systems support not only note taking,
but the whole task completion process (White, 2016). A recent study
by Roy et al. (2021), examined the effect of such notepad-like interfaces
on users’ knowledge and understanding during a complex, learning-
oriented search task. It was found that participants using an interface
with highlighting enabled covered 34% more subtopics, and participants
that used a search interface with note-taking functions enabled covered
34% more facts in their essays when compared to those using a standard
web search interface. This study also found that incorporating active
learning tools significantly changed the search behaviour of participants
across a number of measures. More investigative research is needed into
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how to implement highlighting and note-taking functions in support of
users’ search processes, especially in learning-oriented contexts.
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4
Personalization and Contextualization of Search

Interfaces

Personalizing and contextualizing search interfaces adapt the informa-
tion to personal and/or situational needs for an improved information
experience (e.g., a filtered or re-ranked search result list, interest-related
shopping recommendations, and selected or summarized facts about a
historical event). Increasing information quality, for example by effec-
tively querying, filtering, ranking, presenting, or otherwise processing
information based on peoples’ dispositions, abilities, and traits (e.g.,
age, gender, user group membership, (dis)abilities, and interest) and/or
their environmental (or external) situation (e.g., location, time, domain-
related tasks, and device information) can be helpful in achieving this
goal. While context models may contain all types of information, per-
sonalization generally adapts information experiences based on personal
attributes while contextualization uses situational information.

This section reviews research on adaptive search interfaces that fit
in one (or both) of these categories. We review work in the area of user
modeling, adaptation and personalization, human-centered computing,
HCI, and IIR. We specifically categorize the related work into two main
areas, those of personalization and contextualization. In addition, we
also discuss how search interfaces have been designed specifically for
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children, for older adults, and for people with disabilities to reflect
that there are certain groups of people that need a customized search
interface.

4.1 Adaptive User Interfaces

The objective of the adaptive user interface is to provide users with in-
teractive support that can adapt to their tasks, performance, intentions,
goals, and characteristics. The sources of signals used for inferring the
user states include user search behavior, eye gaze and other physiological
signals, the device platform on which they are currently working, and
the user’s contextual environment. Personal signals (e.g., the estimated
expert level of a user regarding a topic) and the user’s behaviors (e.g.,
the implicit feedback on the relevance of search results) are often re-
ferred to as personalization or personalized adaptation. External signals
outside the user’s control are often referred to as contextualization
or context-aware adaptation (e.g., using one’s current location when
searching for shops to filter out results that are outside of normal driving
distance).

With a focus on IR system design, these signals have been used
to infer document relevance, user information needs, user intents, and
user characteristics. Based on the modeling using features derived from
the signals, implications and recommendations for user interface design
have been suggested in support of specific tasks. From a system design
perspective, research on gaze-based search have focused on the use
of eye gaze data to infer user characteristics and search tasks. These
observations correspond to the application domains of eye trackers:
interactive and predictive, where the interactive domain is considered a
replacement for the mouse and the predictive has more sophisticated user
modeling techniques (Liu and Bierig, 2014). As revealed in the following
review, studies of adaptive user interfaces appear in several fields of
study, including IIR, information visualization, HCI, user modeling and
personalization, and human-centered computing.
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4.2 Personalization of Search Interfaces

Related work on personalization is characterized by search behavior,
personal attributes, and user perception.

4.2.1 Personalization by Search Behaviors

In the context of adaptive user interfaces, researchers have used explicit
relevance judgments to build user interest models and presented the
search results in a manner showing keyword-to-document relatedness
in order to facilitate document understanding (Ahn and Brusilovsky,
2013). Adaptive Vibe (Ahn and Brusilovsky, 2013), for example, pro-
vides a personalized and exploratory search interface that filters and
visualizes hundreds of results based on an evolving user profile about
their proximity to topical themes by the documents selected and user
annotations. Medlar et al. (2017) proposed optimizing the exploration
rate based on the user’s search behaviors such as clicks and reading
time, and personalizing document ranking based on the user’s familiar-
ity with the topics. Using measures of search behavior to separate the
exploratory from look-up search tasks, Athukorala et al. (2016) found
that the most distinctive indicators are query length, maximum scroll
depth, and task completion time. These studies all used search behavior
to infer user models, but search behavior alone may not be able to fully
consider the complexity of user mental models.

Another thread of research is concerned with the use of eye gaze
data to predict the user’s intentions, goals, and tasks, with a bit more
sophisticated user mental models. Similar to the search actions, visual
search behavior is also a reflection of the user’s cognitive states. For
instance, to develop real-time interactive systems, Karaman and Sezgin
(2018) used eye gaze to predict user task-related intentions and goals
in which manipulation tasks in the user interfaces, such as scrolling,
free-form drawing, resizing and dragging, are supported. Low et al.
(2017) used eye gaze data as implicit feedback to support the user’s
intentions and goals during the search process for exploratory search
tasks. It was found that the eye gaze metrics of number of fixations
and fixation durations as well as pupil dilations are good indicators of
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whether people are looking at the target image or not. Steichen et al.
(2014) used eye gaze data to infer visualization task types, such as
task complexity and difficulty. The findings suggest that AOI (area of
interest) related features are important for producing more accurate
predictions of visualization type, user performance, and user cognitive
measures. Spiller et al. (2021) developed computational models to predict
visual search tasks by using the feature set of fixations, saccades and
pupil diameter and deep learning models for time series classification.
The findings suggest that it is feasible to infer the users’ task success
within the first ten seconds of interaction. Overall, these studies reveal
that eye gaze metrics and pupil size are good predictors of user intentions,
goals, and tasks, particularly when using deep learning models. However,
support for the connections between user mental models and user search
performance need to be clarified.

In addition to the search actions and eye gaze data, recent stud-
ies have focused on the use of multiple physiological signals, such as
electroencephalography (EEG) and eye gaze to model user intents. For
example, Ruotsalo et al. (2018) developed an interactive intent modeling
system for aspectual exploratory search tasks. The main feature of this
intent model is the visualization the user’s search intents as keywords
in combination with interactive visualization. Further development of
intent modeling has used the neurophysiological signals of EEG and
eye movements as relevance feedback (Jacucci et al., 2019). To develop
user-adaptive systems that can support user’s intents, intentions, and
goals during the search process, researchers have used the primary task
context (e.g., writing task), user interaction data, and physiological
signals to model the user’s search intents. Koskela et al. (2018) used
implicit primary task context in writing tasks to model user’s search
intent by providing a list of suggested keywords based on the intent
model. These studies indicate the use of multi-modal features from
various sources such as eye gaze, user interaction, and physiological
signals can be useful for user intent modeling, but how user search
intent modeling contributes to user search performance in different task
contexts needs further research.
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4.2.2 Personalization by Personal Attributes

In the context of search interface design, personal attributes refer to user
characteristics, such as personality traits, cognitive abilities, cognitive
styles, and individual differences that can affect user interactions with
information visualization systems and other search interfaces. From an
IIR perspective, research shows that search experience is correlated with
the recall measure (Liu, 2010) and experienced users with a high level
of perceptual speed achieve better search performance (Al-Maskari and
Sanderson, 2011). In an extensive review of adaptive and personalized
visualization studies, Ottley (2020) proposed that personality traits
and cognitive abilities can serve to modulate intent modeling based on
user interactions with information visualization systems, and saw the
inference of traits from user interactions as a promising research area.

Steichen et al. (2014), for instance, used eye gaze data to infer
cognitive abilities, such as perceptual speed, visual working memory,
and verbal working memory. Their results show that classification
accuracy using a relatively simple set of area of interest (AOI) features
is higher for visualization task types than that for cognitive abilities.
Research on the relationship between user characteristics and eye-
tracking measures has suggested that user’s cognitive abilities, such
as perceptual speed and verbal working memory, are correlated with
eye-tracking measures (Toker et al., 2017). In a study that assesses the
impact of English reading comprehension ability on textual documents
with embedded visualizations (Toker et al., 2019), it was found that
people with lower reading abilities need more transitions from text to
visualization and take significantly longer to fixate on the relevant bars
within the visualization. These studies suggest that cognitive abilities
can be inferred from user interactions with information visualization
systems, particularly from the eye gaze data. However, how adaptive
information visualization systems can support people having different
levels of cognitive ability deserves further research.

In addition to cognitive abilities, the user characteristic of cognitive
styles are correlated with eye-tracking metrics. For example, in a study
of visual search activity with tasks of varying task complexity, Raptis
et al. (2017) showed that field-dependent (holistic) users produce more
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eye gaze transitions than field-independent (analytic) users. When task
complexity increases, the attention distribution of field-dependent users
by AOI is more equally distributed than that of field-independent users.
The results of a study using eye-tracking metrics to predict the user’s
cognitive style for graphical password composition tasks (Katsini et al.,
2018) show that the saccade length is the most effective eye-tracking
metric for predicting field-dependent (i.e., holistic) users whereas the
fixation count is the most effective for field-independent (i.e., analytic)
users. Overall, these studies reveal that there are significant correlations
between eye-tracking metrics and cognitive styles. Further research
needs to consider how system-driven customizations can be provided to
better support the specific search tasks.

Research on personalization by personal attributes has also been
concerned with the relationship between user characteristics and fea-
tures of search interfaces. For instance, in an eye-tracking study of
different search interfaces for domain experts (Liu et al., 2017), it was
found that there are significant interaction effects between types of
search interfaces and cognitive styles by the proportion of fixations in
reading time for a specific interface component. Analytic users were
more attracted to a simple search interface similar to the Google search
engine whereas holistic users preferred a more complex search interface
similar to some widely used online search databases for academic arti-
cles, such as EBSCOhost. Drawing from information foraging theory,
it was found that people with different cognitive styles use different
search strategies as observed by eye gaze behavior in terms of AOI-based
fixation time in an uncertain environment perceived as difficult (Wittek
et al., 2016). The user’s experience with the search system affects his
eye gaze patterns in terms of AOI-based fixation time within the various
interface components (Liu et al., 2017; Tang and Song, 2018). These
studies suggest that eye gaze data can be used to predict the user’s
cognitive style and search experience as part of a user mental model for
developing user-adaptive or natural search interfaces. Further research
needs to consider building computational models like deep learning
models (Spiller et al., 2021) that can adapt to users with varying
cognitive styles and search experience for enhanced search performance.
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Another thread of personalization by personal attribute research
has focused on system-driven customization of user interfaces. For ex-
ample, Lallé and Conati (2019) demonstrated that users benefit from a
system-driven customization of the information content presented in an
information visualization system dependant upon the user character-
istics of visualization literacy and locus of control. Christmann et al.
(2010) proposed a gaze control search interface in which distortions of the
images are adapted to the user’s visual capabilities. To design systems
that adapt to the user’s mental effort and user performance, Buettner
et al. (2018) found that difficult search tasks contribute to more pupil
diameter variability, which is conceptualized as a measurement of inter-
est. Moshfeghi et al. (2019) found significant correlations between the
detection of user information needs and the brain signals from fMRI
in the context of proactive search engines. These studies suggest that
system-driven customization can provide proactive assistance before
users recognize their information needs and interests. However, the issue
of the balance between user control and system customization for search
task completion needs further study.

4.2.3 Personalization by User Perception

From an IIR perspective, user perception is concerned with the user’s
interpretation of the usability of search interfaces through his sensory
system. For example, researchers have investigated the use of physiolog-
ical signals as implicit feedback to detect the user’s perceived relevance
of documents and to infer user information needs. Using the signals
from eye movement and EEG, Gwizdka et al. (2017) demonstrated
that user-perceived relevance of documents can be inferred from these
signals. Oliveira et al. (2009) identified the perceived relevance of web
search results by pupil size and noted the challenges of noise using pupil-
lometry. Barral et al. (2015) showed that, with the correct selection of
features and time windows, signals from electrodermal activity (EDA)
and corrugator supercilii activity (CSA) can predict the perceived rele-
vance of documents. González-Ibáñez et al. (2019) used features from
multiple modalities for the detection of perceived relevance in IIR. It
was found that the feature of the left mouse click contributes the most
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to the distinction between relevant and non-relevant web pages. Bar-
ral et al. (2016) explored the relationship between the physiological
signals and the perceived relevance of the text read, as well as the
affective responses after reading the text. Eugster et al. (2014) found
that the relevance of terms that represent a pre-determined search topic
correlates with brain activity as measured by EEG, even without the
use of other user interaction data. Overall, these studies suggest that
physiological signals can be used to detect the perceived relevance of
documents. However, more research is needed for the implementation
and evaluation of how the implicit feedback provided by systems can
support users in task completion.

As revealed in Oliveira et al. (2009), it is challenging to use pupillom-
etry as an indicator of cognitive activities. Marshall (2002) proposed the
Index of Cognitive Activity (ICA) as a measure of cognitive workload
based on pupil dilation. Ehlers et al. (2018) showed that explicit pupil
size changes can be used as a selection mechanism for user interface
design. Pauchet et al. (2018) proposed adapted interaction modality
based on gaze direction for the design of the touch surface. In a study
that was designed to identify the user characteristics that significantly
affect people’s processing of textual documents with embedded visual-
izations, Toker et al. (2018) found that the user characteristics of need
for cognition significantly affect users’ perceived ease-of-understanding
and interest, and the user characteristic of spatial memory has a positive
correlation with ease-of-understanding. Overall, eye gaze data, such
as the changes in pupil size and gaze direction, together with user
perception and performance data can be useful for developing adaptive
user interfaces.

Another thread of research has focused on the relationship between
the features of interaction data and people’s emotional states. For ex-
ample, Edwards and Kelly (2017) demonstrated that user interaction
data together with physiological responses like heart rate and galvanic
skin response can distinguish between engagement and frustration in
search sessions. Kiseleva et al. (2016) used features from the use of
mobile devices and interaction with intelligent assistants to model user
satisfaction. Wu et al. (2019) analyzed eye movement data and made con-
nections between eye gaze patterns and user satisfaction. Sarraf (2019)
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identified the brain areas that correlate with the affective dimensions of
Kuhlthau’s ISP model using the EEG. Sarraf (2019) identified the brain
areas that correlate with the affective dimensions of Kuhlthau’s ISP
model using the EEG. These findings suggest that user interaction data
together with eye gaze data or physiological signals can be used to infer
the user’s emotional states, such as user satisfaction and frustration.

4.3 Contextualization of Search Interfaces

Related work on contextualization is characterized by search behavior
and situation.

4.3.1 Contextualization by Search Behavior

Research on contextualization of search interfaces by search behavior
is characterized by examining the relationship between the behavioral
signals and the search contexts. From an IIR perspective, research
suggests that search tasks and contexts affect how users engage with the
search processes when interacting with IR systems (e.g., Li and Belkin,
2008; Järvelin et al., 2015; Tamine and Daoud, 2018). The majority
of IIR studies in the 2010s have focused on search tasks that instruct
participants to search for information for a writing task; the predictors
of the usefulness of search results were search behavior, characteristics
of tasks, and search interface (Vakkari, 2020).

From a system design perspective, research has focused on the design
of adaptive user interfaces for different contexts. For example, using a
mixed-method approach, Wu and Liang (2018) examined the contexts of
mobile search and their relationship with mobile application usage. Yig-
itbas et al. (2019) used context monitoring and user feedback to trigger
user interface adaptation features adaptive to the user, platform, and
environment. These studies indicate that the contexts of mobile use
(platform, user, and environment) and associated features can be useful
for triggering user interface adaptations, which affect user-perceived
performance, user preferences, and user satisfaction. However, further
research on the relationship between search tasks and contexts of mobile
use is needed for developing adaptive user interfaces.
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4.3.2 Contextualization by Situation

Research on contextualization by the situation is characterized by ex-
amining the relationships among the situational context, user search
behavior, and user preference. In this type of research, the context of
the user’s physical environment during mobile phone use are correlated
with search tasks. For instance, Aliannejadi et al. (2019a) used a mo-
bile application to capture the situational context when users perform
a search. It was found that the level of user engagement decreases
when users are in the walking context or on transport. Al-Ismail et al.
(2019) found a significant relationship between user preferences and con-
texts (i.e., physical and social) in mobile learning. Harvey and Pointon
(2017) showed that fragmented attention induced by common mobile
situations, such as walking, significantly affects people’s perceptions
of performance, but in actuality, there is no significant difference in
objective performance.

Unlike the majority of IIR studies in the 2010s that focused on
search tasks instructing participants to search for information for a
writing task (Vakkari, 2020), research on contextualization by situation
has been concerned with how the situational factors affect user search
behavior and performance. For example, one study of search situations
like the writing task revealed that querying behavior, mouse-clicking,
and text editing can predict the retrieval success by building linear
regression models in which the primary indicators were the number of
words reused from the clicked search results and the number of pastes
(Vakkari et al., 2018). Salminen et al. (2020) demonstrated that the
work roles of professionals (marketing professionals and data analysts)
correlate with their visual search behavior when interacting with AI-
driven persona interfaces. Specifically, the use of numbers in the search
interface increased the perceived usefulness for data analysts. Overall,
these studies extend our understanding of how situational contexts, such
as writing tasks and work roles, affect user search and visual behavior
for task performance.

Another research area that fits within contextualization by situa-
tion is collaborative information seeking and retrieval, which is defined
as “the study of the systems and practices that enable individuals
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to collaborate during the seeking, searching, and retrieval of infor-
mation” (Foster, 2007, p. 330). For example, through a study of an
intensive information domain, Hansen and Jarvelin (2005) propose a
refined IR framework that includes a collaborative aspect in information
seeking and retrieval processes by task stages. González-Ibáñez (2015)
propose the use of technologies, such as electrodermal (EDA) activity
and eye-tracking, to study the affective dimensions of collaborative
information seeking. Elbeshausen et al. (2015) compare work-based
and leisure collaborative information seeking by identifying different
phases of collaboration. Given and Willson (2015) propose the concept
of parallel work, individualized framing of collaborative information
behaviors through an investigation of digital humanists in research
contexts. Fidel (2012b) advocates a cognitive work analysis project to
examine the relationship between the human cognitive processes and
the complexities of collaborative work environments. Dörk et al. (2021)
adapt a co-design framework involving actors, activities, and artifacts
to the design of information visualization systems able to collaborate
with a specific domain group. These conceptual frameworks have guided
collaborative information seeking and retrieval research by considering
the collaborative aspects of human information seeking behavior and
interaction for the practice of system design as well as for understanding
collaborative information seeking in different situations. However, as
reviewed below, there is still a gap between these frameworks and the
collaborative IR studies.

Research on collaborative IR has focused on how to improve the
search results by searcher roles. For instance, researchers have proposed
specific techniques to support the concepts of the division of labor and
the sharing of knowledge in synchronous collaborative IR (Foley and
Smeaton, 2010). An algorithmic mediation approach has been adopted
to support small groups of people with a shared information need (Shah
et al., 2010). Avula et al. (2019) have studied the uses of searchbots
in collaborative information-seeking tasks and their effect on search
outcomes. It was found that participants can benefit from collaborative
awareness, but they are distracted by searchbots during their individual
work. More recently, Htun et al. (2018) have developed search interfaces
to support asynchronous collaborative tasks with unequal access to
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information, with an emphasis on the effect of query and search result
awareness on search performance. These studies, however, could be
enhanced by considering user search behavior in more realistic settings
during the interface design processes as well as the system design
frameworks.

4.4 Search Interfaces for Special Populations

In this section, we review related work on search interfaces designed for
children, for older adults, and for people with disabilities.

4.4.1 Search Interfaces for Children

Children’s access to online resources and services is quickly increasing.
In 2020 in the US, 94% of children under the age of 8 years had
online access (Common Sense Media, 2020)1. The UNICEF report
Growing Up in a Connected World summarizes data from children aged
9-17 from 11 countries and states that 20-40% of children regularly
engage in information seeking to learn and to access news and local
information (Winther et al., 2019).

This section takes a closer look at the kind of skills that designers of
search interfaces should consider, based on studies synergized by recent
review papers and books on the subject. We then present examples of
search interfaces that have been created for kids and their special needs.

Gossen and Nürnberger (2013) review relevant aspects of IR that are
important when designing search systems for children2. In Bruckman
et al. (2012), the abilities and needs of children are compared to those
of adults while the review by Hourcade (2007) provides interface design
guidelines for children – both from the perspective of HCI. Below, we
summarise findings from these reviews that are most relevant for search
interfaces and organise them into perceptual and cognitive, motor, and
emotional aspects.

All three aspects should be seen in relation to the individual devel-
opment of a child. Younger children will generally tend to have more

1This is for high-income families. Low-income families in the US have access in
74% of cases.

2These findings are reiterated in Gossen (2016, Ch.3).
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issues with cognitively complex operations that require sophisticated
motor movements and that are emotionally demanding. Piaget and
Inhelder (1969) distinguish four sequential stages of cognitive develop-
ment: The sensory-motor stage represents toddlers of up to 2 years
who can interact with objects using only their basic senses. Children in
the pre-operational stage (2-7 years) start learning a language but have
limited attention, are generally self-centered, and possess limited ability
in logical thinking but are able to perform simple one-dimensional clas-
sification tasks. At the concrete operational age (7-11 years), children
use trial-and-error problem solving without much ability to work with
abstract concepts and hypotheses. From 11 years on, children enter the
formal operational stage where their abilities match those of adults.
Other related theories covering development, perception, intelligence,
memory, and such like are discussed in detail in Hourcade (2007).

Perceptual and cognitive aspects: Children in their early sensori-
motor and pre-operational stages should not be presented with a
text-based search interface due to their lack of reading ability. This
age group prefers online games and videos over standard search
interfaces. Later, when entering the concrete operational stage,
kids start becoming interested in search interfaces. However, they
often have difficulties formulating information needs into queries
as they lack abstract thinking, language skills, and writing/typing
abilities. Their queries have many mistakes, tend to be shorter,
and are formed in natural language oblivious to Boolean logic.
Often, children have difficulties in typing and need to pay con-
siderable attention to the keyboard. Therefore, support in query
formulation helps children to complete and refine their queries,
such as by offering spelling correction or query completion fea-
tures. Real-world categories help children to overcome limitations
in abstract thinking. Providing images and voice menus instead
of text helps children overcome reading limitations. Simpler texts
can provide additional support by making textual descriptions
more accessible. Children perform better with interfaces for brows-
ing than for searching as browsing requires less recall knowledge
and demands lower cognitive load. However, browsing categories
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should match their age group and interface metaphors should
match their knowledge rather than those of working adults.3 Fur-
thermore, search interfaces should be graphical and when using
text, made more readable by the use of large fonts. Large icons,
buttons, and other user interface elements in a consistent layout
lower the cognitive load and allow children to trace past actions.
They should be easily differentiated from their background and
indicate interaction. Search interfaces should offer tools for search
history and result storage as children may forget past search activ-
ity. Menus can be hard to remember and comprehend by children
– especially those 7 years and younger – if menu choices are not
always visible.

Motor aspects: Children have a reduced capacity for fine-motor con-
trol, in addition to smaller hands that make it generally more
difficult to use standard mice. Kids often have more issues with
keyboards in comparison to mice, but even when using pointing
devices, interfaces for browsing are preferable as they can be used
through simple interactions. Children have difficulties performing
specific interactions with mice such as double-clicking, dragging-
and-dropping, scrolling, multi-item selecting (e.g., marquee se-
lection) which suggests that interactions with search interfaces
should be kept simple and direct. Additionally, it has been found
helpful when (search) interfaces provide large icons and user inter-
face elements (e.g., buttons, or result labels) to support children’s
reduced precision and dexterity when it comes to motor skills.

Emotional aspects: Children further require search interfaces that pro-
vide support for their more demanding emotional spectrum. They
require interfaces that are colorful and that integrate multiple
forms of media (e.g., sounds, animations, and videos in combina-
tion). Children want an interface to be funny and entertaining
as well as helpful. They require stronger emotional support to
motivate children to be successful with regards to their goals.

3The ‘folder’ is a typical example of a conceptual model that strongly relates
with the mind of a working adult: A paper folder in a physical cabinet in an office.
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Search interfaces should offer strong features for help, such as
when a search returns no results. Guidance figures are suggested
to provide emotional support and hints. Search interfaces should
equally attend to the utility and the entertainment of children.
Waiting for a response or a result becomes easily frustrating, so
a search interface benefits from offering progressive feedback on
ongoing operations (e.g., by animations).

The doctoral thesis, and now a published book, by Gossen (2016)
carefully analyzes the specific needs of children for information search.
The Knowledge Journey is a search engine (see Figure 4.1) with interface
elements that specifically support the needs of children aged 7-11. A
customizable guidance figure supports children during search and limits
frustration. A pie menu, styled as a steering wheel, supports categorical
directions for the formulation of search queries. Search results are
presented on a sequence of papyrus rolls that offer large clickable
areas for selecting results that can then be stored in a treasure chest
for additional memory support (Gossen, 2016, Ch.7). In a user study
comparing The Knowledge Journey with a classic search interface,
participants preferred the colorful and picture-rich search engine over
the minimalist design of the Google-style alternative. The mainstream
search interface design caused participants to struggle with backtracking,
opening results in a separate tab, and locating relevant information in
a result list. Most children also had issues with keyboards. A follow-up
study with voice input further showed that children preferred a touch
interface over voice control. The treasure map interface metaphor of
The Knowledge Journey additionally helps to spatially visualize search
histories (see Figure 4.1b).

Chao and Lin (2015) studied pre-schoolers’ and second-graders’
search behavior with a visual search interface. Children intuitively
assembled visual queries to search for storybooks by dragging and
dropping icons for characters, scenes, and the color of the book onto
an empty query book cover (Figure 4.2). The work addresses some
of the difficulties that children experience when constructing queries.
The visual query interface supports children in their reduced language
capabilities and their reduced ability to apply categorical abstract
thinking.
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(a) Main search user interface of
The Knowledge Journey (from Gossen
(2016))

(b) Treasure maps visualise search re-
sults (from Gossen et al. (2015))

Figure 4.1: Two screens from The Knowledge Journey – a search interface for
children

Figure 4.2: Composing a visual search for a storybook based on scenes, characters,
and book cover colours (from Chao and Lin (2015)).

Downs et al. (2020) investigated spellcheckers as part of search
interfaces. As children often tend to select the first option available rather
than the most relevant, their work specifically focused on providing
child-friendly alternatives. Figure 4.3 shows an example of how their
interface uses pictures to help children identify a relevant spelling of a
query term.
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While these examples clearly show the benefits of child-friendly
search interfaces, there is much to be done. Search interfaces should not
only be created with the child in mind, but also their active collabora-
tion (Hourcade, 2007). Fails et al. (2013) highlights specific techniques
and methods that are suitable for including children in the design process.
The annual ACM Interaction Design and Children (IDC) conference4

brings experts together in developing and researching child-centered
designs, interactions, and interfaces that are also highly informative for
building better search interfaces.

Figure 4.3: Using pictures to strengthen the spelling suggestions for a concrete
word (left) and an abstract word (right) (from Downs et al. (2020)).

4.4.2 Search Interfaces for Older Adults

Average life expectancy has increased by more than six years between
2000 and 2019 (from 68.8 to 73.4 years) with an increase of 5.4 healthy
years (from 58.3 to 63.7) (WHO, 2019). Although the global pandemic
has lowered life expectancy (WHO, 2021), the positive trend for longer
and healthier lives is expected to continue. In the context of this section,
an aging population means that more older adults will access search
services and their interfaces. Designing for their needs is therefore more
relevant than ever before. This section summarizes the most important
aspects to consider when designing search interfaces for older adults,
and further presents potential alternative directions for search interface
design for this user group.

Following the review of 30 studies and articles, Dodd et al. (2017)
found that older people are mainly challenged in three categories: cogni-
tive abilities, physical abilities, and computer literacy. Cognitive abilities

4https://idc.acm.org
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diminish in the areas of attention and memory. Likewise, physical abil-
ities deteriorate over time and often impair senses like eyesight and
hearing, as well as motor skills. Furthermore, older adults may be less
experienced with computers and less patient with technology if it is not
well suited to their purpose or task. Johnson and Finn (2017) describe a
wide range of age-related aspects for user interfaces in the first 9 chapters
of their book, covering similar aspects at greater length. Similarly, Czaja
et al. (2019) organize age-related changes in perceptual, cognitive, and
movement-related categories from the perspective of human factors en-
gineering while offering recommendations for interface design (see Czaja
et al. (2019, Chapter 7)). Below, we briefly summarize requirements
from these sources by differentiating them into perceptual and cognitive
aspects, motor aspects, as well as technological and attitudinal barriers.

Perceptual and cognitive aspects: With increasing age, users expe-
rience reduced performance in visual, auditory, and haptic abilities.
Cognitive processes like information processing speed, attention,
memory, and spatial processing are diminished. Search interfaces
should use familiar interface layouts and interaction paths to re-
duce demands on the user such as forcing them to learn a novel
interface. Reduced attention increases the time people need to
filter and process the presented information on interfaces. An
interface should also address the reduced working memory by
not requiring people to remember more than three actions in a
task chain toward accomplishing a task, and additionally being
reminded to complete future tasks (as they might otherwise be
forgotten). Wagner et al. (2014) further shows that age may lead
to reduced spatial and mental models that need to be considered
in search interface design.

Motor aspects: Adults over 50 may experience declining fine motor
control which reduces their ability to manipulate small interfaces,
including (multi) finger gestures. The inter-coordination of the eye
and fingers to perform interactions is also reduced which affects
the use of mouse, touchpad, and screen pointer devices. Screen
targets for search interfaces should therefore be enlarged to allow
older adults to accurately select these targets (e.g., selecting a
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search button or a recommendation for a query term). Distances
between screen elements should further be increased and it is
helpful to have a larger cursor. Complex mouse movements (e.g.,
double-clicking, dragging, or even scrolling) should be reduced or
avoided. The use of menus should be simplified (e.g., by avoiding
multi-level menu selections, leaving menus open until a selection
has taken place) and keyboard use minimized. Furthermore, touch
screen input should avoid multi-finger gestures, more time should
be given for the user to complete operations, and tasks that require
repetitive movements should be avoided to reduce strain.

Technological or attitude barriers: When designing search inter-
faces, older adults technical abilities and attitudes toward tech-
nology need to be considered. While older adults are not less
willing to learn new technology, they often feel more anxious, less
effective, and not as comfortable as younger people (Czaja and
Lee, 2012). Usability, ease, and usefulness on the other hand lead
to higher efficacy with technology. These barriers can be overcome
by means of instructional design. (Czaja et al., 2019, Chapter 8)
offers guidelines in how to create training and learning resources,
some of which are useful in overcoming barriers to search interface
technology.

Despite abilities declining with age, a vast array of individual differences
exist across the span of age brackets. This means that despite a down-
ward trend in performance, many older adults demonstrate abilities
that considerably outweigh those of younger adults (Czaja et al., 2019,
Chapter 3).

Touch-based interfaces are easy to learn and use by older adults
without requiring them to have specific knowledge and experience with
technology (Häikiö et al., 2007) and offer faster pointing time than
standard computer mice. These features level the playing field and older
adults perform similarly to younger age groups (Murata and Iwase,
2005). When using smartphone applications, older users have issues
with small-sized fonts and icons, lack of search features, and complex
menu hierarchies (Gonçalves et al., 2017). Alternatively, voice-based
interfaces, often used in the emerging area of assisting older adults to
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live well enough on their own (Portet et al., 2013; Kowalski et al., 2019;
Shalini et al., 2019) and to manage their health (Cheng et al., 2018), are
easier to use. The system by Cheng et al. (2018) combines the Google
voice interface with a conversational agent to visualize health data for
people with type-2 diabetes. Many of their users prefer the voice assistant
over the text-based mobile phone counterpart. Kowalski et al. (2019)
evaluated a voice assistant for older adults in a smartphone environment
to better understand the benefits and barriers of voice interactions.
Users valued the intuitiveness of the interface and the friendly and
patient interaction style of the system. The interface helped them to
gain independence by controlling devices that would otherwise require
physical intervention. Barriers were the higher cost in time, the lack of
sensors and screens in their home systems (e.g., older TVs that could not
be included in their context and could not provide feedback), the lack of
device variety, and the fear of malfunction and system dependence. In a
similar vein, the users described in Portet et al. (2013) also highlighted
that voice assistants should allow for greater independence but only
so long as the system did not encourage a lazy lifestyle with negative
health benefits. Generally, the older users preferred voice assistants
outright (Shalini et al., 2019; Cordasco et al., 2014), preferred them
over a mobile phone application (Cheng et al., 2018), and liked them for
being easy to use, satisfactory, and for not requiring additional technical
skills (Cordasco et al., 2014). This suggests that many age-related issues
originating from declining abilities can be compensated with such smart
(search) interfaces.

4.4.3 Support for Disabilities

About 15.6 % of people worldwide (∼650 million) have a disability
— 11.8% in higher-income and 18.0% in lower-income countries — with
∼ 2.2% suffering from a severe disability (WHO, 2011). Research on
disability in the information sciences is generally focused on technology,
viewed from the perspective of the content provider (e.g., the library),
limited to accessibility testing, and has had little or no involvement
of disabled users in the studies (Hill, 2013). Additionally, there is also
a strong focus on applications and an emphasis on visual disabilities.
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While many studies focus on visual impairments and dyslexia, there
is less coverage on hearing disabilities, motor disabilities, autism, and
down syndrome (Berget and MacFarlane, 2019) and more focus on
information search than information seeking. In the following, we differ-
entiate work within the two categories of perceptual and cognitive, and
motor disabilities based on Berget and MacFarlane (2019).

Perceptual and cognitive aspects: Yoon et al. (2016) showed that
many library websites are unsuitable for people with visual impair-
ments who rely on screen readers. Sahib et al. (2012) observed both
visually impaired and sighted users during complex information-
seeking tasks to learn about the challenges of screen readers.
They offer only limited support for query formulation (e.g., query
suggestions and spelling). Consequently, people with visual dis-
abilities spend more time exploring search results and determining
relevant pages while submitting fewer queries and visiting fewer
result pages. They prefer recreating over reformulating queries
and taking notes instead of re-issuing previous queries (Sahib
et al., 2012).
Some notable attempts have been made to remedy the situation.
Auditory search result previews have been suggested as an ex-
ploratory aid to compensate for the shortcomings of screen readers.
The work by Beinema (2017) shows a search system for visually
disabled users that clusters search results to reduce the amount
of result list processing. Sahib et al. (2012) further highlights the
potential benefit of the integrated tracking of search results, and
Gooda Sahib et al. (2015) present an example of a specific search
interface for complex information seeking.
Berget (2015) investigates the database searching behavior of
dyslexics with a rigid system that does not offer support for
spelling and query building. They found that dyslexics needed
more time to create more and shorter queries with more spelling
errors and a high reliance on external help. This means that
dyslexia negatively impacts search performance with systems that
lack error-tolerance and support. Berget et al. (2016) studied how
dyslexia affects the processing of search interfaces layouts (text
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and icons) on the level of eye-tracking. They found that people
with dyslexia need longer to get to interface targets with text.
When looking at cognitive skills on query formulation – specifically
decoding, short-term memory, and rapid automatized naming –
they found that decoding skills correlate with query lengths and
the number of errors made while short-term memory relates to
the number of query iterations. Rapid automated naming had an
impact on how long it took people to create queries.
Furthermore, Qu et al. (2019b) reviewed depression as a cause
for memory impairments – specifically the effects of negative
bias, and over-generalization – to inform user interface design
for memory support. They suggest the use of memory banks for
the accumulative recording and later for the selective retrieval of
positive memories. Unlike lifelogging, the emphasis is on active
curation, engagement, and management of these positive memories
rather than large-scale and automated life-logging data collection
and processing (Hoven et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2016). Qu et al.
(2019b) suggest that user interfaces should support more effortful,
generative retrieval of memories and further recommend that
interfaces should actively support users in re-experiencing positive
memories.
Vtyurina et al. (2019) found that although screen readers allow
visually disabled people to more comprehensively engage with
content, voice-based assistants offer accessibility, they prove to be
less suitable for creating an overview or for engaging more deeply
with content. The researchers then combined both technologies
in a search interface prototype – an example of how multiple
‘imperfect’ approaches may be used to better support completing
tasks for those with a disability.

Motor: Berget and Sandnes (2019) note that the recognition of motor
disabilities for information seeking and search is mostly limited to
guidelines and policies (e.g., general interface design recommen-
dations, and advice for libraries). Although not specific to search
interfaces, Gajos et al. (2010) present an AI-supported system
that generates user interfaces based on a formal description of
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people’s motor abilities and limitations, a cost function, and a
usage model of the interface. Such a system could be applied to
either generate, assist, or evaluate search interfaces for their suit-
ability for specific user profiles. While there is little specific work,
a recent review evaluates information seeking and search models
for how well they are suited to studying users with disabilities
(including motor disabilities) (Berget et al., 2021). This may be a
useful step in further enhancing research in this direction.

4.5 Summary

This section has reviewed the research coming from interdisciplinary
perspectives on adaptive user interfaces with a special consideration
for specific user groups, notably children, older adults, and people with
disabilities. Such interfaces can adjust to the user in response to signals
picked up by sensors that lead to system adaptations. We have discussed
the design problem these groups pose for the design of search interfaces
and the current state of design solutions.

• Adaptive user interfaces are designed to cater to user tasks, per-
formance, intentions, goals, and user characteristics. The sources
of signals for inferring the user states include user search behav-
ior, physiological signals, the device platform, and the contextual
environment.

• The personalization of user interfaces can be accomplished through
adaptation to user models of intentions, goals, and tasks by search
behavior, eye gaze, and multiple sources of physiological signals.
Personalization by personal attributes can provide system-driven
customizations to support user interactions. User perception in-
teraction data together with eye gaze data or physiological signals
can be used to predict the user’s emotional states.

• Contextualization of user interface research examines the rela-
tionships among situational context, search behavior, and user
preference as well as collaborative information seeking and re-
trieval.
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• Search interfaces designed for children consider their cognitive de-
velopment, reduced capacity for fine-motor control, and emotional
support. Search interfaces for older adults specifically consider
diminished cognitive abilities like attention and memory, physical
abilities, and attitudes toward technology. Search interfaces to
support people with disabilities consider sensory, cognitive, and
motor abilities.
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Evaluation of Search Interfaces

This section aims to help readers be mindful of approaches and measures
and the reasoning for choosing different approaches and measures in the
evaluation of search interfaces. This section summarizes the evaluation
approaches and measures used in the empirical evaluation research
papers reviewed in this monograph. The evaluation methods for search
interfaces have borrowed methods from HCI, social science, traditional
IR, and interactive IR. As there is no ideal method that fits all kinds
of evaluation purposes, we provide a road map for researchers and
practitioners in selecting appropriate methods for specific purposes of
evaluation.

In this section, we classify evaluation studies according to the evalu-
ation period of the product design process (formative evaluation and
summative evaluation), and according to the specific goals of research
(exploratory, descriptive or explanatory), and then discuss a series of
evaluation approaches, and what kind of results one could expect from
each evaluation approach. More importantly, we argue that for the
evaluation of search interfaces, one should first refer to the theoreti-
cal models or frameworks (as discussed in Section 2), consider which
components one intends to evaluate (as discussed in Section 3), and
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consider appropriate evaluation techniques for the current evaluation.
In addition, this section classifies evaluation measures along two dimen-
sions, evaluation objects and evaluation assessors, and discusses the
relationship among different types of evaluation measures.

5.1 Formative Evaluation and Summative Evaluation

The evaluation of search interfaces could take place at any point in
the product life cycle. For example, if a new search system is to be
designed, considerable time would usually be devoted to discovering
users’ requirements and expectations; when these requirements have
been established, they are used to create initial sketches or prototypes,
and the evaluation at this stage is to assess whether the design has
embodied users’ requirements appropriately; if it is an upgrade of an
existing search interface, then the main goal is to ascertain what needs
to be improved. Evaluations which check during the design process
whether the product continues to meet users’ needs and requirements
are called formative evaluations whereas the evaluations carried out
to assess the success of a finished design are known as summative
evaluations.

Considering the period of evaluation during the product design
process, there are mainly two types of evaluations: formative evaluation
and summative evaluation (Sharp et al., 2019). Formative evaluations
are conducted when a new type of search system is proposed or during
the design to check that an information system meets users’ needs,
for example, before or during the design of a conversational search
system. Summative evaluations are carried out to assess the success of a
finished product or when the product is to be upgraded. Most evaluation
research studies are concerned with evaluating certain parts of the
search interface, using either the formative or the summative evaluation.
However, there are also a few research studies that have comprehensively
presented the formative evaluation process when designing a new search
interface. Among the empirical studies appearing in this review book,
Schlötterer et al. (2020), Ye et al. (2020) and Druin (2005) are selective
studies that perform formative evaluations during the design process.
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Schlötterer et al. (2020) present the formative evaluation they carried
out with non-expert users when designing QueryCrumbs, a compact
and easy-to-understand visualization for navigating the search query
history, supported with iterative query refinement. They applied a multi-
layered interface design to support all users, including novices and first-
time users as well as intermediate and expert users. The visualization
was evaluated with novice users in a formative user study and with
experts using think-aloud protocols. Its usage was also evaluated in a
long-term study with software logging. The formative evaluation with
novice users showed that the interactions could be easily performed
and that the visual encoding was well understood without instructions.
Results indicate that QueryCrumbs can support users when searching
for information in an iterative manner. The evaluation with experts
showed that expert users could gain valuable insights into the back-
end search engine by identifying specific patterns in the visualization.
In a long-term usage study, uptake of the visualization was observed,
indicating that users deemed this new visualization system beneficial
for their search interactions.

Ye et al. (2020) reported on a two-year project in which they applied
design principles to develop effective and usable visualization solutions
for combustion scientists. Their process consisted of three stages: the
user and task analysis stage, the iterative design stage, and lastly the full
realization stage. At the first stage, they worked closely with combustion
scientists to understand what they truly desired; at the second stage,
they made several important design decisions and built a complete
working prototype for testing; at the last stage, they conducted formal
evaluations of the design. They conducted user experience tests to
identify and correct unforeseen problems or issues. This study, which
carefully records their design process, demonstrates the importance of
user-centered design principles and describes lessons learned over the
design process.

Druin (2005) reviewed her research process in designing digital li-
braries for children. In her formative evaluation, she involved children as
technology design partners. In brainstorming with them about how chil-
dren search for books, she found that the techniques they used included
sketching new ideas with art (low-tech prototyping) and critiquing
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existing technologies with the use of post-it notes. She suggests that
children can contribute important information and, therefore, should
be involved in the design of digital libraries for children.

A common practice in evaluation is to involve real target users at
the beginning of the formative evaluation. Different groups of users
may require different communication skills. As we have shown above,
brainstorming may work best with children (Druin, 2005), while de-
signers may need to work closely and have discussions with scientists
to understand what they truly want (Ye et al., 2020). We may need
different communication methods with novice and expert users, as
demonstrated by Schlötterer et al. (2020). Since an understanding of
users’ requirements and expectations learned by self-reported data such
as questionnaires or interviews may not be reliable, triangulation of
findings from different types of evaluation is needed to obtain a full
picture.

5.2 Evaluation Objectives

We can also consider evaluation purposes in terms of the specific goals of
research: exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory. Such characterization
is commonly discussed in research methods textbooks but not often
discussed in the evaluation approaches of search interfaces. However,
when conducting different evaluation studies, we can also ask similar
questions concerning the evaluation objectives:

• Is it an exploration of users’ expectations of a search interface in
specific contexts or by a particular group of users?

• Is it a description of how users are using an existing or a newly
developed search interface?

• Does it examine the relationship between two or more variables
with the goal of explanation and prediction?

We do not consider exploration an evaluation study since the main goal
is to understand what users need or want to do in certain contexts.
However, we should keep in mind that the main criteria of evaluating a
search interface are whether the design meets the user’s needs and how
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well the interface facilitates task completion. Therefore, understanding
user needs is often the first step of all the evaluation exercises.

Research objectives often include three main categories: exploratory,
descriptive, and explanatory in social science research methods (Creswell
and Creswell, 2018; Williamson, 2018). We adopted the categories of
this branch of science to classify the objectives of studies evaluating
search interfaces. In exploratory evaluation studies, the main goal is to
explore users’ needs, requirements, or expectations for a certain type
of search system or in certain contexts. The main goal for descriptive
evaluation studies is to describe how users are using the current, or
newly developed, search interface, or to evaluate their search experience,
preferences, or performance. The distinction between an exploratory
evaluation study and a descriptive study is that at the stage of the
descriptive study, researchers already know users’ general expectations
in those circumstances and already have the interface or prototype
developed so that they can evaluate how users are using the interface.

Concerning explanatory evaluation studies, the main goal is to im-
prove users’ search experience by examining factors that could influence
users’ search behaviors or search experience. Explanatory evaluation
studies are often in the form of controlled experiments which aim to
advance the field’s understanding of how people use a certain type of
search interface to determine which design concepts work well under
what circumstances and why. The explanatory evaluation studies may
compare two or more competing interfaces to help decide if a new
feature or a change could improve the performance of an existing inter-
face. It is possible that some research projects have multiple research
goals and include exploratory and descriptive or explanatory studies in
one research paper. The relationship and differences among the three
evaluation objectives are shown in Table 5.1.

5.2.1 Exploratory Evaluation Studies

Exploratory evaluation studies are often conducted before a new search
system is designed for a particular group of users, for instance, search
interfaces for children to select books (Druin, 2005) or for elderly people
to read and browse (Piper et al., 2017), or when designing a new type
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Table 5.1: Classification of evaluation objectives

Evaluation Objectives The Main Goal Evaluation Stage
Exploratory evaluation to explore users’ needs,

requirements, or
expectations for a
certain type of search
system, or in certain
contexts

before a new search
system is designed

Descriptive evaluation to describe how users
are using the current,
or newly developed
search interface, or to
evaluate their search
experience, preferences,
or performance

after the prototype or
the product is
developed

Explanatory evaluation to improve users’
search experience by
examining factors that
could influence users’
search behaviours or
search experience

not necessarily focused
in a specified search
system

of search system, for example, search interfaces for leisure search or
search interfaces with AR or VR (as reviewed in Section 6). The main
goal is to help researchers and practitioners to understand users and
their needs in certain search circumstances, to identify opportunities
for new technology to be implemented in the search interfaces. It is also
possible that through exploratory studies, researchers can propose new
design concepts or new features from the findings of these studies.

The evaluation methods applied in exploratory studies are primarily
qualitative, such as field studies combined with interviews or focus
groups. When the target users are hard to find or difficult to observe,
case studies with 3-5 participants or fewer would also be helpful. Some
studies may also start by analyzing online logs of user-generated content
to get an overview of users’ expectations. For example, Bi et al. (2019)
adopted a mixed-method approach “to build an in-depth understand-
ing of the experience and corresponding needs for the interaction of
R &S [runners and spectators] during LDRE [long-distance running
events]” (Bi et al., 2019, p. 3). They first analyzed online blogs of
marathon runners and their reviews of related apps and then conducted
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semi-structured interviews and observations, and finally, they provide
design implications for technology connecting runners and spectators. It
is a comprehensive exploratory study of shared experiences of marathon
runners and spectators. A survey may not be an appropriate method
for exploratory studies, since it could not provide what users would do
in real settings and it is difficult to elicit users’ needs or expectations
from questionnaires.

Exploratory studies usually are followed by more in-depth research,
(e.g., descriptive research). The results of exploratory studies are usu-
ally not aimed to be specific or comprehensive, but they could help
researchers better understand user needs, users’ contexts, the new tech-
nology, and their interactions. Researchers will be able to propose further
research questions or design principles or to reduce the research scope
based on the findings.

5.2.2 Descriptive Evaluation Studies

The descriptive evaluation studies are conducted after the prototype or
the product is developed, so the evaluation would describe how users
are using the newly developed search interfaces, or to evaluate the
usability of the interface or users’ search experience, preferences, or
performance. In general, descriptive research aims to answer ‘what it is’
or ‘how it is’ type of questions. In the descriptive evaluation research,
researchers focus on documenting and describing how users are using
the newly developed search system, providing concrete and nuanced
user interactions or profiles, to identify design defects.

The evaluation methods that can be employed in descriptive studies
include traditional HCI evaluation techniques, (e.g., heuristic evalua-
tion, cognitive walkthrough, usability tests in laboratory settings, and
field observations in naturalistic settings). For example, Guy (2018)
conducted data mining on search logs of voice search systems to charac-
terize users’ voice search behaviors. Aliannejadi et al. (2019a) conducted
field observation studies to describe users’ search tasks at different times
in a day or a week and how the surroundings or transportation tools
would influence users’ search goals or experience. Descriptive evaluation
studies, particularly the published descriptive studies, are often compre-
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hensive and specified, focusing on certain types of contexts or search
systems. The expert-based evaluation methods (e.g., heuristic evalua-
tion or cognitive walkthrough) and usability tests are often conducted
to guide the industry practice in designing search interfaces.

5.2.3 Explanatory Evaluation Studies

The main goal of explanatory evaluation studies is to explain why
certain phenomena occur and why users may prefer a certain type of
interface design. Since this type of evaluation study is often concerned
with the causal relationship among the variables, the evaluation may
not necessarily focus on a specified search system. Explanatory studies
often use more structural or focused methods than exploratory or
descriptive studies, (e.g., controlled experiments) and propose research
hypotheses for testing rather than take the format of research questions.
As Kelly (2009) explained, explanatory studies may not always offer an
explanation and studies often make predictions of user interactions but
stop short of pursuing any explanation. However, their explanations
are the foundations of the theoretical development of user behavior
and design methodologies. Therefore, even though the explanatory
evaluation studies may be designed to evaluate a certain search interface,
they could offer design guidelines for a certain context or for a given
group of users.

The work of Harvey and Pointon (2017) is a good example of an
explanatory evaluation study. The authors examined two factors of user
performance and perception: mobile situations and device type. They
conducted a lab experiment with 24 participants each of whom were
given one of two device types: a tablet or a phone. The mobile situations
were designed according to the distraction level: walking quickly on a
treadmill, navigating an environment with obstacles, and a baseline
condition in which the participant was seated without any distractions.
The results showed the simulated conditions significantly affected both
participants’ objective and perceived search performance; the type of
device also impacted how users felt about the search tasks, how well
they performed, and the amount of time they spent engaged in the
tasks. This explanatory evaluation study helps us better understand
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how context and device size affect search behavior and user experience
and provides insight to inform the design of future interfaces for mobile
search.

Wittek et al. (2016) examined information-seeking in an uncertain
environment such as user interactions with experimental search inter-
faces. This study investigated visual search behavior in information
seeking by taking measurements of risk (hesitation) and ambiguity
(opportunity cost). Since information seeking was conceptualized as an
information foraging scenario comprising sequential decision making,
this study was an attempt to understand why users with different cogni-
tive styles use different search strategies under an uncertain environment.
This is an example of an explanatory evaluation study conceptualized
and informed by the information foraging theory (see Fu, 2020, for more
examples).

5.3 Types of Evaluation

After deciding on the general evaluation objectives, researchers need
to select appropriate evaluation methods to address the objectives. In
making that selection, researchers need to consider both the design
stage of the search interface and the evaluation objective. Different
types of evaluation techniques can be applied, depending on the type of
product, the prototype or design concept, and the value of the evaluation
to the designers, developers, and users. Key aspects in choosing the
evaluation methods lie in making decisions as to whether real users
will be involved in the evaluations and whether the evaluation will
be conducted in controlled settings or not. Several HCI evaluation
techniques, such as cognitive walkthrough and usability testing, are
expert-based evaluations without real users, and carried out with limited
resources. We recommend that evaluation studies of search interfaces
include real users since user preference and performance are specifically
considered. In this section, we categorize the evaluation approaches of
search interfaces into three categories: 1) evaluations without real users;
2) evaluations with real users in realistic settings; and 3) evaluations with
real users in controlled settings. We then explain the main consideration
for each type of evaluation method.
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5.3.1 Evaluations Not Involving Real Users

Evaluations of search user interfaces often involve real users, but some-
times do not. The evaluations that do not involve real users are usually
expert-based methods, for example, heuristic evaluation and cognitive
walkthrough. These are two well-known expert-based methods that can
identify a large number of problems using small amounts of time and
financial resources. In these methods, three to five users are considered
sufficient to perform evaluations (Nielsen and Landauer, 1993). It is
common to implement this type of evaluation during the developmental
stage of the search interface design. As a typical method in HCI, this
approach does not involve the recruitment of users with their own
information needs and it can be relatively efficient in detecting design
problems. However, it does not mean these approaches are easy to do.
For example, cognitive walkthrough requires researchers to fully under-
stand users’ typical tasks, goals, and sub-goals for each task when using
a given search system. As we have argued in Section 2, tasks should be
fully examined and clarified in realistic contexts before implementing
cognitive walkthrough evaluations to improve the validity of the study.
The cognitive walkthrough is commonly used in industry, but it seldom
appears in research publications.

Heuristic Evaluation

Heuristic evaluation is guided by heuristic principles to identify user
interface designs that violate these principles. Heuristic evaluation is
done by expert evaluators examining the design of a user interface and
judging its compliance with a list of predefined principles (heuristics).
These principles are used as a template to help the evaluators identify
the potential problems users may encounter. One of the problems of
using heuristics is that designers can sometimes be led astray by findings
that are not as accurate as they first appeared to be1.This problem can
arise from different sources such as from a lack of experience, and from
the biases of the user experience researchers who conduct the heuristics
evaluations (Sharp et al., 2019).

1http://www.usefulusability.com
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One of the evaluation studies we review in this monograph is a
voice interface application using the Google Home for elderly patients
with Type-2 diabetes which Cheng et al. (2018) developed and then
evaluated for the usability of the interface. The researchers combined
three usability evaluation methods, first a feature-based comparison of
this application against other available mobile apps, a survey to measure
user satisfaction with the application, and lastly the feedback and eval-
uation from elder-care experts and potential users. The comments from
the experts helped determine the shortcomings and possible solutions
that could enhance the usability of the interface.

Cognitive walkthroughs

A cognitive walkthrough is a task-oriented and structured method of
evaluation that focuses on evaluating user interface designs for ease of
learning (Sharp et al., 2019). To perform the cognitive walkthrough
evaluation, researchers or practitioners must first determine initial
user goals and sub-goals based on each scenario and make an action
sequence list. When designing cognitive walkthrough evaluations, it is
recommended that an adequate number of scenarios be used to ensure all
users’ tasks are covered. Independent evaluators then examine how easy
it is for new users to accomplish tasks with the system. They go through
the user interface by exploring every step needed to complete each task
noting user goals, user sub-goals, user actions, system responses, and
potential user interaction problems. Each evaluator then independently
provides a list of usability problems.

Cognitive walkthroughs could be considered an expert-based evalu-
ation method, and usually no real users are involved in the evaluation.
Some recent studies in IR employ a simulated user method to assess the
search performance of the system. For example, Koskela et al. (2018)
simulated a setting where a user is writing a text about a given topic
and then simulated user interactions in two types of search tasks, an
exploratory search task and a known-item search task, to evaluate the
performance of the proposed search intent prediction in a proactive
IR system. The user simulation method is similar to a cognitive walk-
through in that neither involves real users; however, the difference is
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that the user simulation method can only assess objective performance.
It is not suitable for judging the subjective usability of the system.

Khajouei et al. (2017) compared two expert-based evaluation meth-
ods, heuristic evaluation and cognitive walkthroughs, in terms of the
number of identified usability problems, their severity, and the coverage
of each method. The results showed no significant difference between
the two methods in terms of the total number of identified usability
problems. However, cognitive walkthroughs worked significantly better
for identifying usability problems that affect the learnability of the sys-
tem, and heuristic evaluation performed better for detecting problems
that result in user dissatisfaction. These results infer that cognitive
walkthroughs would be the preferred method for evaluating systems
intended for novice users while heuristic evaluations would be better
for users who have experience with similar systems.

Analytics

Analytics is a method for evaluating user traffic during a period when
an information system is in use. Web analytics, which could be collected
locally on users’ devices or remotely across the Internet, are used to
examine traffic on a website or part of a website. Analyzing logged user
interaction data could help the researcher understand what part of the
website has been used and when. For example, Jiang et al. (2017) ana-
lyzed the transaction log file from a Chinese university library’s online
public access catalog (OPAC) using a clickstream data analysis frame-
work. The results showed that users relied heavily on the single-box
simple search interface, seldom involved themselves in an exploratory
search process, and preferred page navigation over search refinement
when interacting with search results. It indicated that the OPAC was
used as a lookup tool to locate known academic resources, rather than
a discovery tool. Likewise, after Schlötterer et al. (2020) designed
QueryCrumbs, the compact visualization interface for navigating the
search query history, they used analytics to examine the long-term usage
of the visualization tool. It revealed that there had been an uptake in
the use of this new visualization system, indicating that users found
QueryCrumbs beneficial for their search interactions.
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5.3.2 Realistic Settings Involving Real Users

Evaluation studies in natural settings with real users are often conducted
with either little or no control imposed on participants’ activities. These
studies are often called field studies. Field studies are used primarily
to help identify opportunities for new technology, establish the require-
ments for a new design, and facilitate the introduction of technology or
inform the deployment of existing technology in new contexts. Another
reason to use field studies is that technologies are being developed for
use outside office settings, such as in the home, outdoors, and in public
places.

Typical data collection methods for field studies include observation,
interview, questionnaire, focus group, diaries, and sometimes log analy-
sis. In these studies, qualitative accounts and descriptions of people’s
behavior and activities are obtained that reveal how they used the
product and reacted to its design. The results of these studies may
not directly provide suggestions for the specific design of the search
interface, but they are very important in informing researchers and
developers’ understanding of users expectation of various user groups
and in different contexts. These methods are often conducted at the
early stage of the interface design to provide general suggestions for
the components of the search interface that may need to be further
developed or refined.

When investigating what children need and want for accessing
digital libraries, most studies asked experts, usually adults, to talk
about children; however, Druin (2005) had her research group work
together with children and brainstorm to better understand their needs.
Children are a special group; they follow adults’ directions because of
the existing power structures. To encourage the children to express their
thoughts freely and confidently, Druin insisted on three basic practices

— no raising hands, using first names only (no last names or titles), and
wearing informal clothing.

Piper et al. (2017) conducted in-depth interviews with 15 older
low vision or blind adults to understand how they use technology to
communicate and seek information. The interviews were conducted in
their homes or in a private room within their residential community.
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This was an exploratory evaluation and the main goal was to detect
the challenges they face and to see these as opportunities to design new
technologies so that this demographic will be able to participate in the
information society more fully.

5.3.3 Controlled Settings Involving Real Users

Many of the evaluation studies are conducted in controlled settings,
(e.g., usability testing and controlled experiments).

Usability Testing

Usability testing has traditionally been done in controlled laboratory
settings to evaluate whether an interface being developed is usable by
the intended user population for successful task completion. Usability
testing in a controlled lab enables evaluators to control what users do
and to control environmental and social influences that might impact the
users’ performance. The ultimate goal of usability testing is to identify
usability problems, that is to test whether the interface being developed
is usable by the intended user population to accomplish the predefined
tasks. When conducting usability testing, researchers often collect data
about users’ performance on predefined tasks, users’ interactions (e.g.,
keystrokes and mouse movements), and users’ self-report measures about
their satisfaction with the product. Sometimes participants are asked to
think aloud while carrying out tasks, or interviews (structured or semi-
structured) may also be conducted to collect additional information
about why participants liked or did not like the interface.

Bickmore et al. (2018) conducted a usability test to evaluate the
performance of three conversational assistants (Siri, Google Assistant,
and Alexa) when asked nontrivial questions about medical situations. A
total of 54 subjects participated in this evaluation study. Each conducted
three medication tasks with each conversational assistant, a total of
nine tasks. After completing the third task with a given conversational
assistant, the subject filled out a satisfaction questionnaire. After com-
pleting the interactions with all three conversational assistants, subjects
were interviewed about their experience. The measures selected in this
study include health literacy, computer and conversational assistant
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literacy (self-report measures), satisfaction measure (self-report mea-
sures), time per task and time per attempt (objective measures), and
task performance measures (i.e., task failure, potential resultant harm,
and potential resultant death) using a professional scale adopted from
medical domains. The results of this usability test revealed that, in
2017, conversational assistants failed more than half of the time and
led subjects to take actions that could have resulted in harm.

Most usability testing used self-report measures in questionnaires;
however, Murcia-López et al. (2020) argue that the scales in question-
naires are difficult to interpret. For example, one participant’s score of
‘5’ out of a maximum of ‘7’ might mean something completely different
than another’s. They further argue that physiological measures do not
provide a universal solution since they are complex and have limited
utility. Scale development and validation are critical for self-report mea-
sures. Slater et al. (2010) introduced a method based on an analogy
with colorimetry that potentially overcomes such methodological chal-
lenges. Instead of asking participants to judge how ‘red’ a color is, they
allowed participants to manipulate the color projectors to match their
perception of color by adjusting red, green, and blue projectors. Like-
wise, when evaluating Virtual Reality experiences with a virtual human
character, Murcia-López et al. (2020) allowed participants to spend a
virtual budget to modify factors to incrementally improve their quality
of experience. Participants could stop tweaking the factors when they
felt further changes would not make any further difference. Through
this method, evaluators allowed the users to calibrate their preferences,
and from that, evaluated which part users want to change.

Controlled Experiments

Most of the time, when we talk about controlled experiments, we refer
to the experiments conducted in labs, but controlled experiments can
also be done in natural settings. Recently, there have been new types of
experiments, (e.g., the Wizard of Oz study, and crowdsourcing). These
evaluation methods are described and discussed in this section.
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Experiments The experiment is the most common approach used in
the empirical studies examined in this monograph. The experimental
design strictly controlled most of the variables to investigate the rela-
tionship between independent and dependent variables. Most of these
experiments aimed to examine how the factors (e.g., task type, user
type) affect users’ preferences on different design options for the search
interfaces. Most of the published IIR studies have used user experiments
as the main approach for evaluation research. Sometimes they labeled
their approaches usability tests, (e.g., Karaman and Sezgin, 2018), or
observational user studies, (e.g., Sahib et al., 2012), but since they
specified the independent and dependent variables, and since their goal
was to examine the causal relationship between the variables, they
should be classified as experiments.

In experimental design, several issues may influence the validity of
the findings of the research. For the scenarios in the experiments, it
is recommended that the researchers construct simulated work/search
tasks for participants to conduct searches for evaluation (Borlund, 2013).
Besides, when there is more than one search interface to be evaluated or
more than one task to be completed during the evaluation, the order of
the search interfaces or tasks should be rotated to reduce the possibility
of an order effect; for example, a Latin square is an effective way to
counterbalance the order and reduce the number of participants for full
rotation (Kelly, 2009).

Experiments can be conducted in natural settings or remotely. For
example, Sahib et al. (2012) carried out their observation of participants
remotely using Skype via the screen-sharing functionality. This is also
common in usability testing in HCI and has been found to be as effective
as traditional settings.

Wizard of Oz Study Wizard of Oz studies receive their name from
the well-known book by the same title. These studies are similar to
the Wizard of Oz from the book in that researchers often imitate
‘grand’ systems that they would like to study. Wizard of Oz studies can
be used for proof-of-concept and to indicate users’ expectations and
possible interactions with the search interfaces. This simulation method
is commonly used in the design of a conversational search system. For
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example, Cordasco et al. (2014) evaluated the prototype of the vAssist
system (a voice-controlled assistive care and communication service
for the home) using a Wizard-of-Oz paradigm. They asked 43 elderly
Italians to interact with the interface in 4-5 pre-defined scenarios and
administered three questionnaires to measure their perception of the
system’s usability, learnability, and intuitivity. The results demonstrated
the interface was greatly appreciated because of the simplification it
provided the elderly in the everyday use of technological products.

Crowdsourcing Recently, many researchers have relied on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk and other crowdsourcing platforms to recruit par-
ticipants to evaluate search systems, assess user preferences, or make
relevance assessments via the Web, (e.g., Setlur et al., 2020; Eickhoff,
2018; La Barbera et al., 2020). The advantage of crowdsourcing is that
it may provide researchers with access to a diverse pool of potential
participants in a very timely and cost-efficient way. Crowdsourcing
participants with self-administered data were found to be an alternative
to traditional pretesting methods (Kelly, 2009). However, if the goal is
to evaluate the performance or outcome of search systems, validity and
reliability cannot be guaranteed during the process.

5.4 Evaluation Measures

Besides evaluation approaches, evaluation measurement is also fun-
damental to the evaluation of search interfaces. A large number of
measures have been proposed to evaluate search systems, especially the
algorithms of IR systems, but for the evaluation of search interfaces,
standard measures are lacking.

Kelly (2009) classified all measures in IIR into four categories: contex-
tual, interaction, performance, and usability. Among them, contextual
measures are measures that characterize subjects or their information-
seeking situations, and the other three categories of measures could all be
considered evaluation measures. The interaction measures could either
be whole-session measures describing the total effort (i.e., number of
queries, number of search results viewed, number of documents viewed,
number of documents saved) that can only be obtained at the end of
search sessions, or behavioral measures that could be detected and calcu-
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lated during the search process (Liu et al., 2014). White (2016) argued
that there has been less attention paid to process-oriented measures
in IR evaluationeven though they provide useful information into the
nature of the search process. He further classified process-oriented mea-
sures into seven aspects: learning, efficiency, cognitive load, serendipity,
enjoyment/happiness/pleasure, frustration, and engagement.

Wilson (2011) highlighted two types of evaluation measures of search
interfaces. One is search-based measures which are mainly obtained from
the query log, eye movements, or mouse movements on search interfaces
to understand how different search interface features are used during
search; The other is subjective feedback from subjects, such as search
difficulty, usefulness, engagement, emotion, cognitive load, search, and
learning performance. Besides these common subjective measures, the
choice of measure should also vary significantly depending on the type
of IR system. For example, for the evaluation of a conversational search
interface, Kocaballi et al. (2019) analyzed the assessment items listed
in the six main questionnaires and coded them into one overall measure
and eight different user experience dimensions: Affect/Emotion, En-
joyment/Fun, Aesthetics/Appeal, Hedonic/Quality, Engagement/Flow,
Motivation, Enchantment, and Frustration.

After examining the empirical studies reviewed in this monograph
and combining all the measures mentioned in the above reviews, this
section summarizes the measures as two main dimensions in the evalua-
tion of search interfaces: on one dimension are the evaluation objects,
which could either be process or outcome, and on the other are the
evaluation assessors, which could be objective or self-reported measures
(as depicted in Table 5.2).

The objective-process quadrant mainly includes behavioral traces in
interaction logs, as well as physiological signals captured using different
sensing equipment (e.g., eye trackers, EEG, fMRI). These behavioral
measures may consist of frequency counts of the activities that oc-
curred, which can be directly related to interface functionality (Kelly,
2009), the vocabulary used in query statements as representative of
learning (White, 2016), changes in facial expression interpreted as hap-
piness (Moshfeghi and Jose, 2013), or modification of concept maps or
mind maps as representative of learning structural changes (Liu et al.,
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Table 5.2: Classification of evaluation measures

Evaluators
Objects process outcome

objective behavioural traces in
interaction logs

search performance:
precision, recall, MAP,
NDCG, etc.

self-reported self-reported process or
search experience measure,
e.g. via think-aloud or
simulated recall, etc.

self-reported overall
search success,
satisfaction, learning
performance, etc.

2020a). The strength of these objective-process metrics is that they
can also be considered indicators of implicit relevance feedback, users’
preferences, or user’s self-reported measures. However, the interpre-
tation of these interaction measures is challenging and needs careful
consideration and comparison (Kelly, 2009); for example, Hassan et al.
(2014) disambiguated some long search sessions as being indicative of
the user exploring, not struggling. In addition, not all behavioral metrics
are good indicators of the search process. For task-based evaluation,
the behavioral measures that can be captured or calculated during the
search process are more important than the total account of behavioral
measures since they reflect the user’s instant search state and could
help generate predictive models (Liu et al., 2012).

The self-reported-process quadrant mainly represents self-reported
measures about the search process or search experience via think-aloud
during the search process or via simulated recall or task interview
after the search task is complete. Evaluators usually ask participants
to recall their cognitive load (e.g., the NASA Task Load Index (Na,
2021), frustration (Feild et al., 2010), difficulty (Liu et al., 2014) or
engagement (O’Brien et al., 2020)), and then construct predictive models
of these subjective measures based on users’ behavioral measures.

The objective-outcome quadrant includes measures that evaluate
search performance (e.g., precision, recall, MAP, NDCG, etc.) (White,
2016; Kelly, 2009) and users’ knowledge (through an assessment of
the users’ knowledge level (Zhang and Liu, 2020; Bhattacharya and
Gwizdka, 2019) or through an assessment of the quality of learning
outcomes (Wilson and Wilson, 2013)).
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The self-reported-outcome quadrant represents users’ subjective
evaluation of the search outcome (e.g., search success (Vakkari et al.,
2018; Spiller et al., 2021)), learning outcome (learning performance, or
knowledge level (Collins-Thompson et al., 2016; Capra et al., 2018)), or
their overall experience of the search interface (satisfaction, easiness,
enjoyment, engagement, and appeal of use (Cordasco et al., 2014)).

Traditional evaluation of search systems focuses on objective-outcome
measures such as search performance, and research in HCI stresses the
self-reported evaluation of search success and satisfaction. These are
both outcome-oriented measures. However, as more diverse search sys-
tems appear and searching becomes more interactive and iterative, more
process-oriented measures should be considered in the evaluation of
search systems, especially search interfaces. In addition, it is also impor-
tant to distinguish the objective measures from self-reported measures.
The self-reported measures are users’ assessments of their search expe-
rience during the search process, but these measures cannot be easily
observed by the system. Research has been working on generating the
relationship between behavioral traces in interaction logs with users’
self-reported process or experience measures. When generating predic-
tive models, it is important to consider contextual factors as mediating
variables. Process-oriented self-reported measures could also provide
the utility of search interface features at different stages of the search
process (Huurdeman et al., 2016; Huurdeman, 2017). Future measures
should also consider self-reported meta-cognition during the search
process to help users have more control of their search process (Smith
and Rieh, 2019).

5.5 Evaluating Search Interfaces

As introduced in this section, it is important to consider the theoretical
models and frameworks, select the components of search interfaces, and
apply appropriate evaluation techniques for evaluating search interfaces.
We now illustrate these points by the evaluation of conversational search
systems. Since research on conversational search systems is multidisci-
plinary and involves the fields of IR, natural language processing (NLP),
and machine learning, there have been diverse approaches and evalua-
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tion frameworks. One of the key distinctions is the intrinsic and extrinsic
evaluation of machine translation outputs from the NLP community
(e.g., Clark (2015) and Sparck Jones (1994)). The intrinsic evaluation
focuses on the internal outputs from the system whereas the extrinsic
evaluation is concerned with how the use of the system contributes to
external outputs, such as task completion. In the evaluation of NLP
systems, Sparck Jones (1994, p. 103) advocated that “... establishing
their merits by intrinsic evaluations is of limited value, so extensive ex-
trinsic evaluation in a variety of environments is required.” Belz (2009)
proposed a combination of intrinsic evaluation techniques and extrinsic
validation after considering the issues of 1) extrinsic meta-evaluation of
evaluation metrics; 2) extrinsic evaluation of human-produced reference
material; and 3) extrinsic evaluation of training data.

The Alexa Prize Socialbot Grand Challenge exemplifies the intrinsic
approach to evaluation that belongs to descriptive evaluation studies
without involving real users. It was designed as a research competition
to advance our understanding of human interactions with socialbots,
with the support of large amounts of user data from Amazon.com.
Since the ultimate goal is to enhance the user experience, specifically
user satisfaction when interacting with Alexa, it is not surprising that
user satisfaction has been selected as the main evaluation criterion for
success. Dinan et al. (2020) provide details about the evaluation criteria
which consist of automatic metrics from the system and human evalua-
tion sourced through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Since the objective
was to judge the system’s performance based on approximations of
user satisfaction, automatic metrics and human evaluation results were
compared; however, a discrepancy was found between them.

In the IR community, evaluation efforts have focused on the creation
of a test collection to be used in comparing system performance by
appropriate evaluation metrics, or to compare the conditions of different
types of information-seeking tasks under which search interfaces are used.
For example, Shiga et al. (2017) attempted to model the information
needs in collaborative search conversations for facilitating the evaluation
effort in the development of conversational search applications. Avula
et al. (2019) assessed the effect of using searchbots on user perceptions,
experience, and search behaviors during information-seeking tasks to
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support collaborative search. By contrast, Liu et al. (2020b) evaluated
conversational search systems designed for pilots involving real users
(i.e., flight school students in a flight simulator). While each study is
informative in and of itself, an extensive extrinsic evaluation of con-
versational search systems in various environments is needed to ensure
that research aligns with the evaluation objective of fully supporting
users’ task completion.

5.6 Summary

This section reviewed the following aspects of the evaluation of search
interface studies:

• The evaluation of the search interface at different stages of prod-
uct design should consider different types of evaluations, namely
formative evaluation and summative evaluation.

• Before the evaluation, it is also important to determine the general
evaluation purposes: whether it belongs to exploratory evaluation,
descriptive evaluation, or explanatory evaluation.

• The evaluation approaches of search interface were categorized
into three types: evaluations without real users; evaluations with
real users in realistic settings, and evaluations with real users in
controlled settings.

• Concerning the evaluation measures, this section classified them
along two dimensions: 1) evaluation objects: process or outcome;
2) evaluation assessors: objective or self-reported. The evaluation
measures used in different quadrants reflect different aspects of
the usage of the search interface.
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Emerging Trends

This section addresses selective and emerging topics in the field of search
interfaces. Conversational search interfaces have grown substantially in
importance, triggered by the rising popularity of chatbots and intelligent
personal assistants through progress made in the development of the
smart Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Leisure-related search has gained
momentum over the last decade facilitated by search engines that are
becoming increasingly accessible and relevant for our private life. Search
interfaces that specifically support the discovery of new and unintended
information by supporting serendipity and creativity are yet another
recent development. Finally, we highlight how search interfaces for
Augmented, Mixed, and Virtual Reality (AR/MR/VR, or inclusively
referred to as Extended Reality: XR) may become relevant in the future.
We close our review with an overview of interfaces that visualize data
in virtual environments. Without claiming this list to be exhaustive, we
aim to provide the reader with a selective list of interesting pointers in
hopes that they will ignite research topics relevant to search interfaces.
Research students may find this section useful as it selectively points to
a range of potential future research directions.
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6.1 Conversational Search Interfaces

Research on conversational search systems has received more attention
recently partly due to the recent interest in the application of deep
learning methods to NLP applications, such as chatbots and intelligent
personal assistants. One of the primary objectives of conversational
search systems is to provide information interactively in information-
seeking conversations similar to human-human interactions. As such,
user interfaces for conversational search systems are ideally similar to
natural dialog interactions (Hearst, 2009) in which user’s questions
can be clarified during conversations. This thread of research has been
pursued in IIR and has received more interest from system designers in
recent years.

From the IIR perspective, researchers attempt to identify the com-
municative functions and purposes of elicitations (i.e., questions to
request information) in information-seeking conversations. For exam-
ple, Wu (2005) identified the purposes of elicitations, conceptualized
them as micro-level information seeking attempts, and found that user’s
elicitation behavior is affected by individual differences, such as status,
age, and experience, and interacts with situational variables, such as
interaction time and the number of utterances. Further studies (Wu and
Liu, 2003; Wu and Liu, 2011) developed elicitation styles characterized
by linguistic forms, utterance purposes, and communicative functions
and made connections between them and user satisfaction in IR inter-
actions. Belkin et al. (1993) specifically considered information-seeking
strategies when designing a prototype interface in support of different
kinds of user search behavior.

From the system design perspective, Radlinski and Craswell (2017)
proposed system requirements for conversational search systems. Piccolo
et al. (2019) suggested that system considerations for the design of chat-
bots would include tasks, interaction style, and trust. Similarly, Neururer
et al. (2018) proposed that key features of intelligent agents like chatbots
include trust, authenticity, and transparency. In a study that observed
people’s interactions in a laboratory setting, Trippas et al. (2018) com-
pared human-human interactions with well-established search models to
inform the design of spoken conversational search systems. Vtyurina et
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al. (2017) explored the system requirements of intelligent conversational
assistants for the purpose of improving user experience. Trippas et al.
(2019) studied how intelligent assistants are used in the workplace to
inform intelligent assistant design. Thomas et al. (2018) attempted to
identify the conversational styles between users and intermediaries for
the purpose of building computational models at scale for speech-based
conversational agents.

As part of conversational search system interfaces, voice user inter-
faces have been concerned with user perception of the interface and the
analysis of voice queries. While voice user interfaces are perceived as
natural and convenient (Cordasco et al., 2014), the speech recognition
errors, user’s language proficiency, and lack of interface support for
voice query inputs have limited the application of voice-based systems.
For example, in the investigation of voice queries for query formula-
tion/reformulation support, Jiang et al. (2013)’s results indicate that
query length correlates with speech recognition errors and interfaces
should be designed to support voice query inputs. Guy (2018)’s analysis
of voice search logs from a mobile web search engine application revealed
that voice search queries are characterized by short interactions and
specific queries. He further discovered that mobile user interactions
lead to queries that require less interaction with the touchscreen. Kiesel
et al. (2018) explored the relationship between voice query and user
satisfaction. The findings suggest that the user’s language proficiency
and the number and length of answers affect user satisfaction. Myers
et al. (2019) examined the relationship between user characteristics and
user performance metrics when users interact with unfamiliar voice user
interfaces.

Following the paradigm of computers as social actors, Feine et al.
(2019) built a taxonomy of social cues of conversational agents based
on interpersonal communication theories. Using ethnomethodology and
conversational analysis, Porcheron et al. (2018) explored the role of con-
versational interfaces in everyday life. The findings suggest implications
for request and response design of embedded social interactions within
the voice user interface design.

Conversational agents have also been implemented in the healthcare
domain. In a systematic review of conversational agents in health-
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care, Laranjo et al. (2018) found that conversational agents can be
characterized by task-orientation, dialog management, and dialog initia-
tive; the findings indicate that technical performance and user experience
were evaluated using a wide variety of measures. However, the efficacy
and health outcomes of using these systems have rarely been evaluated.
In evaluating the feasibility of using conversational assistants for medical
information, Bickmore et al. (2018) found that the validity of medical
information is critical and that system recommendations should not be
unconstrained. These studies suggest that patient safety is of particular
concern in the application of conversational agents or assistants in the
domain of healthcare.

From the technical perspective, research on conversational search
systems has focused on identifying user intent in information-seeking
conversations, designing user interfaces for different interaction modes,
and clarification. For example, Qu et al. (2019a) found that structural
features (i.e., the position of an utterance in a dialog) contribute the
most to identifying user intent, using neural classifiers. Qu et al. (2019a)
investigated how users perceive interfaces for presenting question-answer
pairs and how they judge the quality of the answers. Braslavski et al.
(2017) studied the generation of clarification questions from community
question-answer websites by formulating the tasks as noun phrase
ranking problems. Aliannejadi et al. (2019b) used neural models to
generate clarification questions by considering sequences of purposes
of interaction. Vakulenko et al. (2019) proposed a formal model of
information seeking dialogs that consist of query, request, feedback, and
answer for identifying the frequency of sequence patterns. Hashemi et al.
(2020) investigated user responses to clarifying questions by enriching the
user-system conversations with neural networks and external sources.

6.2 Searching for Leisure

Information seeking and search behaviors are historically task and goal-
oriented activities that aim to resolve an information need (Wilson,
2016). While research about information interaction, including the devel-
opment of models and theory, is often exclusively focused on work envi-
ronments (Fisher et al., 2005), there is increasing recognition of widening
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this view to everyday-life information seeking (Davenport, 2010) and
the more casual and leisure-oriented aspects of our lives (Stebbins, 2007;
Fulton and Vondracek, 2009; Elsweiler et al., 2011; Mansourian, 2019)1.
Reasons for this low level of interest in leisure-based information behav-
ior in the past have been identified as the stereotypical assumption that
leisure may indicate unimportant, frivolous, or even banal information
interaction (Stebbins, 2007). Recent technological advancements may
also play an enabling role since the (mobile) web now provides access to
rich and interactive media services (e.g., video search, media streaming,
social networks) to large crowds (Elsweiler et al., 2011). In the context
of the social sciences, Stebbins (2007) differentiates three categories of
leisure-centered information interaction: serious leisure, casual leisure,
and project-based leisure together with a classification of activities for
these groups in the form of a conceptual framework2:

• Serious leisure activities are signified by persistence and effort
(e.g., becoming knowledgeable, skilled, or experienced), a career-
like structure, and offer self-developing benefits, ethos, and identity.
For these purposes, people use information systems to acquire
knowledge, train their skills, acquire access to written and online
material, and allow themselves to interact with others in the dis-
tribution of information and exchange of ideas. Mansourian (2019)
further differentiates serious leisure into intellectual activities,
creating and collecting, and experiences.

• Casual leisure includes activities that are practical, short-termed,
hedonistic (and therefore focused on immediate rewards), require
less knowledge, and offer immediate benefits such as play, relax-
ation, entertainment, sociable conversation, sensory stimulation,
casual volunteering, and pleasurable aerobic activity.

• Project-based leisure activities are short-term, singular (or at most
infrequent), and require planning and knowledge, but lack constant

1The reader may also refer to Stebbins’ (2009) work that draws out the most
important aspects from the more elaborate (Stebbins, 2007).

2The Serious Leisure Perspective website: https://www.seriousleisure.net
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deeper commitment (e.g., organizing a one-off event such as a
wedding).

Research directly relating to these categories is largely concerned with
human information behavior in people’s natural environment, such as
during gourmet cooking (Hartel, 2010), coin collecting (Case, 2010)
or when consuming and enjoying music (Vinchira, 2019). In this con-
text, studies often use ethnographic approaches (Hartel, 2010), diary
studies (Wilson et al., 2012b; Elsweiler et al., 2011), observations, and
interviews (Vinchira, 2019) to characterize the situational context of
information seeking and searching for leisure activities.

These studies identify and refine fundamental frameworks and form
important requirements that clarify what people need from an informa-
tion system to support them during leisure-related activities. However,
there is a gap between the descriptive models developed in these stud-
ies and the normative models most IR researchers rely on for system
development (Fidel, 2012a). While studies certainly shed light on how
such systems are used in leisure-related contexts that offer insights
for improving search interfaces, they have often not been explicitly
developed and evaluated for leisure-related information search.

Elsweiler et al. (2011) report on two studies on casual information
behavior in the areas of television and social media (i.e., Twitter) that
are later used for developing a model for casual information behavior.
Both studies show that participants focus less on information and
more on experience. The information the user retrieved (e.g., a movie)
was often irrelevant as long as a particular experience or reaction was
achieved (e.g., relaxation from work or distraction from a laborious
household tasks). The authors identify that participants’ motivations
were mostly personal (e.g., learning a recipe) or contextual (e.g., being
in the mood for being thrilled, having time to kill, or looking for
content that satisfies others). This highlights a stark difference to classic
information-seeking where the information need is a driving force and a
key source in its evaluation (Marchionini, 1995)3.

Mikkonen and Vakkari (2016) analyzed casual leisure search behavior
by looking at the interactions of readers of fiction with online library

3See also Section 2.
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catalogs. They used two existing Finnish library catalogs: the classic
Satakirjaastot (Sata) catalog and the enriched BookSampo (Sampo)
catalog. Sata is a traditional library catalog with basic and advanced
search, customer records, and links to connected libraries. Sampo offers
multiple entry points for browsing and searching books by their content
(e.g., browsing book covers with a carousel or via a tag cloud (see
Figure 6.1)) or via the social structure of its readers (e.g., browsing the
virtual bookshelves of others). The authors formulated their findings
from user behaviors into system guidelines for creating search interfaces
for casual search. They recommend creating an appealing early starting
point from which users could search and explore the catalog. Multiple
access points allow readers to reach wider areas of the collection as they
would otherwise be restricted to only well-known authors and titles.
Combining basic and advanced search that can be extended with query
terms from different content dimensions (e.g., theme, emotion) provides
a benefit to both objective and subjective indexing in support of such
user interactions. In a similar study, Mikkonen and Vakkari (2015)
investigated fiction readers’ search behavior for query reformulation and
browsing tasks in the same library catalogs.

Figure 6.1: BookSampo book cover carousel and a subject term cloud [picture
taken from Mikkonen and Vakkari (2016)]

Hosey et al. (2019) explored users’ information behavior with the
Spotify music streaming search interface. Users searched for a vari-
ety of goals to either listen, organize, share, or check on facts. The
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study evaluated users’ search experiences based on success and effort.
They found that the usefulness of navigational features depends on
the user’s current mindset or intent. A focused user (e.g., looking for
one particular song) determines success in binary form and users are
quite intolerant of everything that reduces their effort (e.g., too many
clicks to perform a simple lookup-up task). Somebody who is openly
exploring a music collection or who follows an artist determines success
in a much wider context and is therefore willing to contribute extra
effort. Using the example of ‘artist search’, Hosey et al. (2019) provide
design recommendations for mobile search interfaces for a leisure-related
music experience and suggest a division of the mobile screen space based
on different mindsets. The top of the screen that is mostly used by
focused users would benefit from a query auto-suggestion feature (as
such users hardly ever use SERPs) to provide an artist link and known
songs or albums from that artist. The middle section, mostly used by
the open-minded user, would include playlists or album information for
that artist. The bottom section, mostly used by explorative users, could
offer a link to the genre used by that artist and thus invite listeners to
learn more about the genre.

Wu and Hsieh (2016) investigated how people search for eBooks
on a touch-wall interface (Figure 6.2). Not only did leisure searchers
prefer the more relaxed clustering interface over the stricter categoriza-
tion interface, they were also less anxious and more comfortable with
uncertainty.

Figure 6.2: A touch-wall interface that provides utilitarian and leisure-oriented
library users with access to eBooks via front covers [picture taken from Wu and
Hsieh (2016)]
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Overall, these examples show that people search differently when
they engage in casual leisure compared to traditional search that is
focused on resolving an information need. Search interfaces for causal
leisure activities need to include features that invite people to explore
the information space by offering multiple and different access points,
interest-based recommendations, and features for re-finding information.

Information search in the more experiential context of a museum
represents one aspect of serious leisure that has been widely addressed
by HCI research. Hornecker and Ciolfi (2019) overview the types of
interfaces and interactions that digitally enhance users’ experience in
physical museums including physical installations, mobile applications,
interconnected activities, and XR experiences.4 We will revisit this
category again in Section 6.4.

Sports are often the focus of serious leisure activities where people
deeply engage with players, events, and particularities of matches. Sports
data results are also often available to the public in remarkable detail.
The visual search interface by Shao et al. (2016) allows users to sketch
player movements in a soccer game as a search query to find matching
movement patterns of previously unannotated scenes.

Citizen science, as described in Preece et al. (2016), is another
interesting category of application where scientists and amateur volun-
teers have collaborated. Applications often generate data for scientific
projects, such as collecting nature data as a form of serious volunteerism
or casual leisure (Stebbins, 2007). To keep people engaged in these
sometimes repetitive activities, user interfaces for citizen science appli-
cations need to be highly motivating. For example, Preece et al. (2016)
invited casual visitors of a nature reserve to use a borrowed smartphone
with a mobile application (see Figure 6.3) that allowed them to snap
pictures that were later analyzed. While people are mainly drawn to
citizen science through personal interest, the simplicity of the inter-
face is key to keeping people engaged with the technology. This study
demonstrates how a casual leisure activity — an easy-to-use mobile
interface for collecting nature pictures — can be used for a serious

4Extended reality (XR) includes virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR),
and mixed reality (MR).
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leisure hobby in the context of citizen science. The systematic literature
review by Skarlatidou et al. (2019) develops design guidelines of citizen
science applications for scientific data collection based on an analysis of
three applications: iSpot,5 iNaturalist,6 and Zooniverse.7

Figure 6.3: NatureNet mobile application that was used in the citizen science study
by Preece et al. (2016) [picture taken from Preece et al. (2016)]

Similarly, Budhathoki and Haythornthwaite (2013) reviewed motiva-
tional factors in serious volunteering for OpenStreetMap, a crowdsourced
effort in collecting geographic data. Their questionnaire study of over
400 contributors revealed a wide range of motivational reasons for con-
tributing to the work including differences between serious and casual
members. Serious hobbyists were driven by the community learning,
the opportunity to acquire knowledge, and career-similar motivations;
casual participants were drawn by the freely available data from the
project.

Overall, this section mostly shows examples and studies that have
investigated a) users engaging in leisure information behavior to learn
about their requirements and preferences (e.g., Elsweiler et al. (2011))
or b) the study of existing search interfaces from a leisure context

5https://www.ispotnature.org
6https://www.inaturalist.org
7https://www.zooniverse.org
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to develop design guidelines (e.g., Hosey et al. (2019)). In addition
to this, some areas of IR also cover research that relates to leisure
application contexts, such as Multimedia IR (Soleymani et al., 2017) or
Lifelogging (Gurrin et al., 2014). Their main focus, however, is typically
not on the leisure-related usage scenario that we have followed in this
section. Instead, these research areas specialize in technical aspects, e.g.,
recognising objects or people’s faces in multimedia content or collecting
and analysing vast amounts of personal data that can be helpful for a
wide range of applications, including leisure.

6.3 Interfaces Supporting Serendipity and Creativity

There is a growing body of research about models, systems, and inter-
faces that allow users to more easily encounter, access, discover, and
explore information in serendipitous and creative ways. Both serendip-
ity and creativity have been considered as being interlinked in the
past (Bawden, 1986).

Serendipity refers to the accidental but desirable encounter with
useful and interesting resources (information, real-world objects, and
people) that lead to new insights (McCay-Peet et al., 2015; Björneborn,
2017). While this research relates to leisure (see Section 6.2) it is
also highly relevant for work situations (McCay-Peet et al., 2015).
Serendipity has been linked with information behavior early on but,
like searching for leisure, has only recently received wider attention.
Marchionini (1995) identifies information seeking as being “both system-
atic and opportunistic” where “search exhibits algorithms, heuristics,
and serendipity” based on strategic decisions of the information seeker
during the search. Mansourian (2019) also references a wider definition
of human information behavior that includes serendipity. McCay-Peet
and Toms (2017) conducted a systematic review of empirical research
on serendipity. Serendipity has further been linked to human informa-
tion behavior through the more comprehensive model of information
encountering that formulates users’ contextual aspects as well as the
process of acquiring information serendipitously (Erdelez, 1995; Erdelez
and Makri, 2020).
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Figure 6.4: Pienapple Search interface [picture taken from Buivys and Azzopardi
(2016)]

The Pienapple search interface (Figure 6.4) by Buivys and Azzopardi
(2016) supports serendipity by connecting bookmark search and man-
agement with web search in a way that minimizes the user’s effort for
searching, bookmarking, and re-finding and allows for the collection of
creative inspiration from other’s bookmarks, similar to social bookmark-
ing services. While providing a Bing search feature, it also integrates
its own bookmarks and allows the user to search the public bookmarks
of others.

Rahman and Wilson (2015) built a search engine that applied social
media (i.e., Facebook) data to highlight search results, thus connecting it
with personal interests. Participants in a study were asked to exclusively
use this search engine for a week. The naturalistic methodology allowed
the researchers to identify queries relevant to both leisure and work-
related topics. While participants with more data in their social media
profiles had more serendipitous encounters, most of these took place
during work-related searches.

Dörk et al. (2012) presented PrivotPath (Figure 6.5), an interactive
visualization tool that allows people to explore highly faceted infor-
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Figure 6.5: PivotPaths visualization interface supports exploration and serendipity
[picture taken from Dörk et al. (2012)].

mation encouraging potential serendipitous encounters. Participants
drawn from a research institute evaluated the tool in everyday use. They
specifically enjoyed the casually interconnected and integrated style of
how information was represented and started to question the current
role of search services.

Taramigkou et al. (2017) developed an interactive exploratory search
tool to support creativity by search space and result diversification, and
by visualizing clues with a word cloud. Formative and summative eval-
uation studies were conducted in controlled laboratory and naturalistic
settings to determine user preferences.

The theoretical framework developed by Björneborn (2017) explores
serendipity as an affordance that exists as a relation between envi-
ronmental and personal factors and informed by relevant literature.
One example of empirical work on serendipity is McCay-Peet et al.
(2015) who used a web survey to conduct a quantitative review of the
causes of serendipity in relation to people and (digital) environments.
While the number of serendipitous experiences depends on the type
of digital environment (e.g., social media, search engine), the authors
further identified three qualities that such environments should offer.
Information systems should provide a wide range of interesting sources,
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ideas, or types of information (so-called triggers), enable connections,
and actively link such information (e.g., as is done in social networks),
while leading to the unexpected (e.g., search engines and recommender
systems that deliberately diversify personalized results with alternative
but potentially interesting content). In contrast, personal attributes
of the participants, such as their openness to new experiences or their
feeling of locus of control, had only a limited effect on their experience
of serendipity (McCay-Peet et al., 2015).

Frich et al. (2018) review HCI-based research in creativity based on
ACM Digital Library publications. While research publications in this
space have constantly increased since 1990, work has mostly focused
on collaborative creativity, such as the workshop on digital tools in
collaborative creative work (Dalsgaard et al., 2018).

Zhang and Capra (2019) investigated the link between the search
and creative work. Based on survey data, the authors develop a model
to quantify the relationship between different creative task domains
(e.g., literature), resources and tools (e.g., search engines), and creative
process stages (e.g., looking up information) to develop recommenda-
tions for creative support tools. While creative activity relates to many
domains, about half of all creative activities were distributed across dif-
ferent devices and involved multiple creative information-seeking stages.
Users preferred search engines for looking up information whereas social
media was used for gathering ideas.

Lately, research in IR has discovered diversification (Santos et al.,
2015) and de-personalization (Bierig and Caton, 2019) as possible means
by which to relax the highly engineered focus of search services. So-
called “filter bubbles” (or “echo chambers”) (Pariser, 2011) can lead to
polarization that reduce the positive effects of serendipitous encounters
and informational diversity.
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6.4 Searching in Immersive Environments

The success of Extended Reality (XR) applications8 in the past decade
has been triggered by an array of consumer head-mounted displays for
VR and the ever-improving smartphone market with sensor-rich features
that can readily be used for AR applications and, to some extent, for VR.
Currently, there are over 4000 exclusive VR software products (mostly
games)9. Fortune Business Insights (2019) reports that in 2018, about
40% of VR applications were in the areas of gaming and entertainment
with applications for training and simulation gaining momentum. A
recent survey among 650 startup founders in XR technology predicts
the most disruption in the fields of healthcare (38%) and education
(28%) (Perkins Coie, 2020). While applications in VR are still very much
in their early stage, these projections indicate a bright future. Immersive
search interfaces using XR technology are a natural consequence of this
development. Currently, only limited work has been done in this area
and search interfaces are mostly implemented in 2D or 3D and displayed
on a screen. For example, a study on visual search used screen-based 3D
visualizations that provided search functionality through different forms
of interaction methods (Christmann et al., 2010). Their results indicate
that there is some benefit to perspective views in facilitating visual
search, showing that the interaction method (manipulating a 3D object
vs. immersive movement) made little difference. While 3D interfaces
are well known in HCI (LaViola et al., 2017), there are remarkably few
search interfaces for XR technology and only a few studies that explore
their benefits in this new context.

Ajanki et al. (2010) developed a prototype platform for extracting
contextual information and providing it to users through AR devices,
such as head-mounted displays or smartphones. An initial user study
revealed mostly technical issues with the display, such as the readability
of the text, and issues with comfort – limitations that are expected to

8Extended Reality (XR) combines various degrees of reality and virtuality on a
spectrum and thus combines Augmented Reality (AR), Mixed Reality (MR), and
Virtual Reality (VR) in a singular model (Milgram and Kishino, 1994).

9At the time of completing this review, the popular Steam platform offers about
4000 products that are tagged as “VR Only”.
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disappear in the next few years with stronger graphics cards, higher
resolutions, and optimized rendering techniques.10

Figure 6.6: Mixed Reality search interface for a recipe search prototype that
shows food tags (foreground), result lists (left), and query (right) [picture taken
from Büschel et al. (2018)]

In Büschel et al. (2018), information from user query interactions
and from search results overlap into a natural environment (e.g., a
shop, or a simulation thereof). Their work presents Mixed Reality (MR)
prototypes for two different application contexts (shown in Figure 6.6) –
1) situated search for photographs (taking pictures from ones current
view to search for similar images) and 2) recipe search (searching for
ingredients in a shop, for cooking a meal).

Ward and Capra (2020) investigated the spatial aspects of search
interfaces in VR using result displays that required various degrees of
head and body movements. The 36 participants of the study were asked
to find results in prepared search results. Results were either presented
as a simple vertical list (requiring no head or body movement), a curved
grid of 140◦ (requiring only head movement), and a surrounding arch
of 220◦ (requiring head and body movement). Participants performed

10The HTC Vive Pro Eye VR headset, for example, uses eye tracking for foveated
rendering where high-quality rendering is optimised based on where people are
looking. This can help to increase screen resolutions without the need for more
graphical processing power.
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equally well in all three SERP display types when all results where
presented; they performed faster with the grid and the arch when results
were missing. People generally preferred the list and the grid over the
arch as they required less body movement.

In addition to these initial, technical investigations into XR-related
search scenarios, there is also increasing interest in using XR in library
contexts. Cook (2018) identifies the potential of VR for library contexts
with respect to information embodiment (e.g., through physical browsing
of books and collection artifacts) and how it facilitates serendipity (also
see Section 6.3). The paper highlights initiatives and projects at the
University of Oklahoma that address how VR can provide physical and
spatial features for digital content. The Oklahoma Virtual Academic
Laboratory (OVAL) allows users to upload, create, and edit 3D content
collaboratively in VR (Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.7: The Oklahoma Virtual Academic Laboratory (OVAL) browser allows
library users to upload 3D content to make them collaboratively accessible and
editable in VR [picture taken from Cook (2018)].

Museums and cultural heritage projects have applied XR technol-
ogy for many years and remain active spaces for creative explorations
of the medium. Hornecker and Ciolfi (2019) survey research on XR
technology in museums that allow visitors to experience, interact with,
and reconstruct museum artifacts and events. Common themes for the
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use of XR are time travel (where visitors can explore a past-time place
or event), character impersonation (where visitors experience a world
or an event through a simulated character), reveal (where the visitor
can dissect layers of an artifact or a place), and reconstruction (where
the visitor can experience a current site (e.g., the ruin of a castle) in a
different state (e.g., fully built and active, as it once was) (Hornecker
and Ciolfi, 2019). Most recently, Marin-Morales et al. (2019) compared a
physical museum with a virtual counterpart in terms of users’ experience
of presence and navigational behavior. Jerald (2015) provides general
design guidelines for VR covering aspects such as perception, content
creation, and interaction (and interaction design) that may be useful
for designing immersive search interfaces. Overall, the use of immersive
technology for search applications and services are still at an early stage
with much still left to explore.

6.5 Data Visualization Interfaces in Virtual Environments

Data visualization has been identified as one of the emerging research
areas in the digital humanities curricula (Walsh et al., 2021). From a
user perspective, comprehension of data visualization is concerned with
the users’ interpretation of quantitative information in the graph. The
processes of graph comprehension emerge from integrated, sequential
sub-processes like encoding graphical descriptions, information search,
and reasoning (Carpenter and Shah, 1998; Körner et al., 2014; Pinker,
2020). People’s cognitive abilities, such as perceptual speed and verbal
working memory are correlated with eye-tracking measures (Conati
et al., 2020; Toker et al., 2017). Prior information-seeking experience
is correlated with search performance and eye gaze behavior (Liu and
Wacholder, 2017; Wittek et al., 2016). Specifically, users benefit from
system-driven customization of the information content presented in a
data visualization system, but the degree of benefit depends upon the
user characteristics of visualization literacy and locus of control (Lallé
and Conati, 2019).

Data visualization interfaces that aim to support the user in under-
standing complex, interconnected data are commonly used in visual
analytics (Keim et al., 2008; Weiskopf, 2019) and e-learning (Silva et al.,
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2019). Eye gaze data, together with search behavior data or user charac-
teristics, can be used to infer types of search tasks (Steichen et al., 2014).
Of relevance to learning contexts is that fact that when task complexity
increases, the attention distribution of field-dependent (holistic) users is
more equally distributed than field-independent (analytic) users (Raptis
et al., 2017).

In the context of information seeking, research suggests that previous
search experience correlates with search performance and eye gaze
behavior (Liu and Wacholder, 2017; Wittek et al., 2016). In a study of
conversational agents for pilots (Liu et al., 2020b), the user experiment
with flight school students revealed that user perceptions about the
usefulness of the system and its relevance to the topic are good predictors
of search performance.

From user-centered design perspectives, research has focused on the
usability of visualization systems, user experience, and physiological
responses in VR environments. Specifically, the user-centered design prin-
ciples and techniques in VR environments have been validated (Aragon
and Hearst, 2005) and applied to immersive 3D environments (Gerjets et
al., 2018). The use of physiological signals for building up computational
models that can detect cognitive load, mental stress, and emotional state
for VR environments has great potential for developing user-adaptive
interfaces (Gerjets et al., 2018; Pettersson et al., 2019; Skarbez et al.,
2018). More research on the effect of individual differences in cognitive
processing and user perception will provide insights into user-adaptive
interface design in VR environments.

6.6 Summary

This section covered the following emerging topics in search interface
research:

• Conversational search interfaces are an interactive way to engage
and support users while looking for information. We reviewed
research in this increasingly popular field that merges AI and
NLP to create personal assistants.
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• Specific interfaces for leisure search are sparse and traditionally
intermingled with worktask-related search applications. We high-
lighted different layers of human leisure activity and studies that
demonstrate the need for specific support, together with interface
examples that have been optimised for leisure search application
(e.g., from hobbies, sports, and citizen science).

• We reviewed prior work on the concepts of serendipity and cre-
ativity. We showed examples of interfaces that allow users to
search and explore information to allow for unintended discovery,
(e.g., by diversifying search, or by exploring information facets
dynamically).

• Augmented, mixed, and virtual reality (XR) interfaces are promis-
ing access platforms for search and information seeking activity
as well as for the visualization of data as a product of search and
exploration. While only initial work has as yet been done in this
area, this topic has great potential for the future.
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7
Summary

This review of what has been done in search interface design and
evaluation in the last 10 years is structured into six sections. First, we
briefly reviewed the history of search interfaces from the perspective
of user interaction. We show that at the early stage of any search
interface, designers consider users’ need, preferences, cognitive load, and
personalization and incorporate these into the design of their search
interface.

Secondly, we reviewed search behavioral models and the application
of search tasks and theoretical models into search interface design. We
showed that there have been some disconnects between search interface
design and the application of user models. However, we also found
different types of theories that serve a different role in the design
of the search interface. Some user models, such as Belkin and Cool
(2002)’s ISSs and Bates (1979)’s search tactics, could serve as evaluation
frameworks; there have been a few studies that applied Kuhlthau’s ISP
model to design search interfaces that could support different search
stages; information foraging theory could explain users’ search behaviors
on search interfaces. Besides search behavior models, there have been
studies that, through the exploration and application of models from
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behavioral economics and cognitive psychology, proposed evaluation
measures that could better reflect users’ bias during search evaluation
(Liu and Han, 2020; Azzopardi, 2021). There is a call for more theoretical
discussion and exploration in search behavior models that could inform
the design of the search interface.

Thirdly, we reviewed studies on search interface designs by adopting
Marchionini’s information-seeking process model, and classified search
interface features into four subprocesses: understanding and planning,
searching and execution, evaluation, and use. Our review has demon-
strated that there have not been enough features supporting information
use, (e.g., helping searchers extract information, take notes, or finish
the whole task). The research in Search as Learning started to explore
related issues, and several reviews also call for related research to sup-
port task completion and not only searching (White, 2016; Shah and
White, 2021).

Section 4 reviews research on adaptive user interfaces, personaliza-
tion, and contextualization by signal sources that include such aspects
as user search behaviors, physiological signals, and various contexts. It
is also necessary to design search interfaces for various groups of users,
(e.g., children, older adults, and people with disabilities).

Section 5 reviews research about the evaluation of search interfaces
to help the reader understand when and how to select appropriate
evaluation approaches and measures according to the evaluation stage
and objectives. It has been suggested that there should be different
evaluation objects; the researcher must determine whether to evaluate
the search process or the search outcomes, as well as which aspects of
the usage of search interfaces ought to be evaluated.

Section 6 provides a discussion on emerging topics in search interface
research including conversational search, specific interfaces for leisure
search, interfaces that allow users to search and explore information
all the while allowing for serendipity and creativity, and interfaces that
take advantage of immersive XR technology.

To summarize, search will be ubiquitous in the future of the emerging
new technologies (e.g., AI, big data, cloud computing). Search systems
should be able to support various types of information acquisition,
either active search for task completion, search for leisure, or search
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for unintended discovery. The future of search is bright. We need to
find ways to drive more research to this area through exploration and
creativity in both theory and practice.
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